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ABSTRACT

While there is a growing body of literature on the educational benefits of 

engaging in community murals, less attention is given to the pedagogical significance of 

community mural-making in schools and Faculties of Education. Pre-service teachers 

branch out is a thesis which explores this significance and looks at how the inclusion of 

community murals as research in environmental education can enrich practice. 

Specifically, this thesis supports community murals as a way of learning and doing 

research that is: participant-centered, process-oriented, relationships-based, and activist in 

aims. This thesis argues that these qualities, at the heart of community murals, are 

important for enabling an approach to environmental education that honours its inherent 

complex, embodied, and political nature. The research is co-constructed through a 

community mural project with six professional year students in the Faculty of Education 

at Lakehead University. Our knowledge is represented in this thesis through art and text, 

which respond to the research questions: How is environmental education knowledge 

created and negotiated through a community mural project? And, what is the nature of 

the relationships amongst the participants, throughout this process? The findings reveal 

some insights for addressing complex challenges facing environmental educators, thus 

promoting participation in creative and collaborative forms of inquiry.
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CHAPTER 1: DREAMING UP SEEDS OF POSSIBILITY

Introduction

Provoked to research

Pre-service teachers branch out grew out of the experiences and concerns of a 

team of students in a teacher education setting and connected to their desire of becoming 

creative, earing, and critical educators. The research was provoked by a question and a 

dream—this is where the journey begins:

//û 0  o(U( ite> edoAattoq in w k o o is ?

f t  mas a. (jmstiox tkat uith me and £e^t me- at Kifht̂  eu(t/de,^e/S
mr-e> and /  was dr-taminf... Dr-ê aminf ap a possifidit^—a pdaee. to l>e,pln,

f  awode with, a spir-it inspir&d a o-ision ar-tati»  ̂ action,
Rcad  ̂ to cnpcNmcnt w iti possiéiditfcs,

(i/itf a pen in fand, /  ̂ oicdd  ̂ sdetclhed wkat dneam kad reo^aded;

I ;

UôS? "" i

“■ CmM- 5 C'Vct  ̂ ;

Q t f e  - fkÿ.a i|̂  ‘ ‘

MmunjTS Action mu/ÇAl x

Postcard 1. Reimagining environmental education through art
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Art plays multiple roles in this research. Postcard 1 reveals one way art has 

infused the research text, through the use of postcard art. * Throughout the thesis, 

postcards are used to represent snapshots o f noteworthy thesis moments captured in a 

minimalist style, through image and/or expressive text. The first postcard represents a 

moment in time and expresses the voice o f an inspired student in the Outdoor Ecological 

and Experiential Education (0E3) program at Lakehead University. The time was winter 

2005; the voice was mine; the question was posed by my 0E3 instructor. Bob Jickling; 

and, the vision became a reality as a mural on our classroom wall. Once it was painted, it 

stood as a symbol of community action as well as a display of arts-based environmental 

education (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. First completed community mural.

* In this usage, text is considered in its broadest context, as any “actions in the world that can be ‘read” 
(Finley, 2005, p.686).
 ̂This mural was created by a group of artists, including myself, from the OE3 class. Its theme 

communicates a vision for a “greener” campus. It was painted across a 20-foot classroom wall and 
dramatically changed the aesthetic qualities of that learning environment.
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One concern which was explored and addressed by this mural involved 

responding to the lack of environmental education in schools and Faculties of Education. 

According to Connie Russell, Anne Bell, and Leesa Fawcett (2000);

Environmental education remains on the margins of most teacher training, 
whether pre-service, in-service or graduate. It is strong only in institutions where 
there is a committed faculty member. Even then, with the exception of a few 
programs, environmental education at best is offered as a single course among 
many electives. At worst, some institutions do not offer even a single course. 
(p.201)

I was fortunate to participate in a teacher education program that Russell et al. 

(2000) describes as an exception to the norm amongst Faculties of Education in Canada. 

Specifically, Lakehead University’s Faculty of Education offers a program in Outdoor 

Experiential, and Ecological Education. This unique B.Ed degree is the only one of its 

kind in Ontario which provides its graduates with a teachable subject in Environmental 

Science. Further, Lakehead’s location (situated in Thunder Bay, Ontario, on the north 

shore of Lake Superior) tends to draw students who are interested in outdoor/nature 

pursuits. Despite these and other factors, I did not feel that environmental education was 

any less marginalized at Lakehead University. At best, environmental knowledge was 

included in some of my classes outside the 0E3 program. Thus, for the majority of 

students and faculty, it remained undervalued and overlooked in everyday practice. Tom 

Puk and Dustin Behm (2003) believe this to be a result of a diluted environmental 

curriculum. According to their study, there are a variety of barriers preventing 

environmental knowledge from being included in schools (e.g., minimal environmental 

subject matter in curriculum documents and limited time for meeting curriculum 

expectations).
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Bob’s question about reimagining environmental education in schools was meant 

to be an exercise in transcending these, and other barriers that can prevent environmental 

education from being included in everyday schooling. By responding to the lack of 

environmental knowledge in school-based learning, the first community mural project 

also demonstrated the possibility for change in schools and Faculties of Education. 

Creating a community mural in a classroom (a dominant setting for school-based 

learning) made environmental knowledge more visible (thus including it) in an everyday 

context. It was a reminder of multiple values and messages, including the beauty of the 

natural world and importance of environmental understanding in education.

Just as Bob’s question had provoked within me a creative restlessness, so too did 

the community mural, this time by a feeling experienced during the process of working 

with others to create an environmental education mural. There was something rich 

coming out of this experience, growing out of its process. It was a way of knowing and 

being with others that was different from any experience I had had so far in the Faculty of 

Education.

The difference between my experience learning in the community mural project 

and other experiences in teacher education became evident after reading Paulo Freire’s 

(1970) Pedagogy o f  the Oppressed (a book chosen for one of my 0E3 projects). Freire 

suggests that the dominant view of knowledge practiced in education is that of a banking 

method, in which knowledge is deposited often by teachers—the depositors, into 

students—the depositories. He argues that the depositing process removes vibrancy from 

knowledge, leaving it, “motionless, static, compartmentalized, and predictable” (p.71).
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Freire (1970) offers an alternative view that, “knowledge emerges only through 

invention and re-invention, through the restless, impatient, continuing, hopeful inquiry 

human beings pursue in the world, with the world and with each other” (p.72). He refers 

to this alternative process of learning as “problem-posing” (p.79). The first community 

mural project exemplified the possibility for such an approach to learning and evoked 

within me a craving for more creative and collaborative learning experiences in schools 

and Faculties of Education. If environmental education was to become a part of everyday 

schooling, then how might community murals play a role in making space for it both 

physically (i.e., through image), and also contextually (i.e., through community and 

collaborative processes)? I sensed the importance of this experience to my future work in 

education so I could not let it go—it had to be probed further. It was this embodied 

experience that sparked my desire for creative inquiry, led me to graduate studies in 

education, helped in framing the research questions guiding my journey, and began my 

journey as a mural artist. I describe myself as an emerging community artist, having 

completed two previous murals before this thesis project, and begun to examine 

community murals as an art form.

The branching out begins: Emergent research questions

This study combined my interests as an environmental educator and emerging 

community artist. As such, its methodology demanded an interdisciplinary approach. For 

the most part, I drew from participatory action research and arts-based educational 

research; but also, as this was an inquiry into collaborative learning, social constructivism 

played an important role in the research design. Specifically, I found it helpful to consider 

community murals as research. As a guiding framework, this implied that the research
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was participant-centred, process-oriented, relationships-based, and activist in aims.

These characteristics served as guidepost which helped to frame the research questions. 

Specifically, the questions asked:

• How is environmental education knowledge created and negotiated through a 

community mural process? And,

• What is the nature of relationships amongst participants throughout this 

process?

Another community mural project was initiated in the Faculty of Education as a 

medium for exploring these, and other questions that would arise throughout the process. 

I worked with six participants for nine weeks to create a classroom mural, entitled the 

Caring Tree (see Figure 2). I respond to my research questions through an exploration of 

the outcomes from this mural’s process and products.

Figure 2. The Caring Tree mural: A lasting outcome of this thesis’s work.
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This thesis is organized into seven chapters; Chapter 1, Dreaming up seeds o f  

possibility introduces the research; Chapter 2, Laying down the ground work explores 

community arts and environmental education theory and relationships as they fit with the 

research questions and identifies the significance of this research; Chapter 3, Exposing 

the research at its roots outlines the research methodology by first sharing its 

epistemological and ontological assumptions, and then by exploring their possibilities for 

practice; Chapter 4, Bringing the research to life introduces the who, where, what, and 

why of the research—the participants and methods are described to bring the project to 

life; Chapter 5, Once upon a Caring Tree shares a story about the community mural 

project, which begins the discussion on what happened and what was learned in the 

research; Chapter 6, What was learned from branching out? works more deeply into the 

research, focusing on the research questions and exploring the knowledge and expressive 

outcomes that emerged fi*om the process; and Chapter 7, Further musing on the Caring 

Tree mural project offers a resting place that works to clarify the teachings of the 

research, while also revealing the boundaries of its work.

In evaluating the quality of this research, I ask the audience to consider an 

alternative method of assessment common in arts-based education research, and to avoid 

considering whether this is good arts-based educational research but rather, to question: 

“What is this arts-based [educational] research good for?” (Sinner et al., 2006, p. 1253). In 

this way, the evaluation can focus more on the potential contributions and usefulness of 

this work and less on how this research measures up against traditional qualitative 

research practices. In this regard, I find Elliot Eisner’s (2002a) notion of art helpful. He 

distinguishes a work of art as either: a “work of arC or “the work of art” (p.81). In taking
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my time to create this thesis, I challenged myself artistically to create an aesthetic work 

of community art, but more notably. Pre-service teachers branch out revealed the work 

of community art to reimagine and enrich environmental education.
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CHAPTER 2; LAYING DOWN THE GROUNDWORK

Review of the Literature

A need for research

My early study into the existing literature on community murals in environmental 

education as well as general education research was disconcerting. Community mural- 

making was not a new idea (Barnett, 1984; Cockcroft et al., 1977; Lippard, 1984); its 

many benefits, such as creating community, voicing marginalized knowledge, and 

revitalizing indoor/outdoor spaces have been widely recognized (Bamdt, 2004; Conrad, 

1995; Gude & Huebner, 2000, Lowe, 2001). Further, David Conrad (1995) discusses 

community murals as educators for democracy. Yet, as a way of learning and teaching 

environmental education, or other subjects, in schools and Faculties of Education, 

community murals were not being explored in educational research.

For the past 7 years, I have been learning and teaching about environmental 

education. Though, it was not until I participated in a community- and arts-based project 

that I began to imagine the possibilities of practicing environmental education as a 

complex, embodied, and political pedagogy. Later in this chapter, I will discuss this 

further to reveal the pedagogical links I have considered between community murals and 

environmental education. This discussion is fundamental to understanding how my 

research makes a new contribution to environmental education research. As an 

introduction, my first community mural experience inspired curiosity about how 

expressive outcomes (Eisner, 2002b) emergent from such a process could inform 

teaching and learning in environmental education.
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To begin, I present a brief history of community murals in North America as a 

way to bring this form of art into the field of environmental education, but also to act as a 

more general introduction to community murals. From there, I explore the environmental 

education theory relevant in my research. Throughout the chapter, connections between 

environmental education and community mural-making are made.

Community murals in North America

In Canada, the community arts movement has been developing for over 30 years. 

As Deborah Bamdt (2004) notes, the development of community murals has been a 

response to a diversity of factors: corporate globalization which has fuelled an increase in 

the commodification of culture, new ways of framing and making art introduced by 

Canada’s multiculturalism, the call for the democratization of arts by artists of colour, the 

trend of artists practicing their social consciousness by working with communities to 

make and create art, and the increase in community arts grants supporting and promoting 

the voices of marginalized communities.

These factors, although set in a Canadian context, also have their roots in the 

United States. Specifically, community murals were given their name in the 1950s and 

early 1960s in the US as a way of validating their place in the socio-political context of 

the civil rights movement. Not everyone in the art world was supportive of the 

community mural movement (Felshin, 1995). Those who were critical of mural art 

considered it a lower art form and questioned its aesthetic value and integrity (Barnett 

1984; Kester, 1998). In response, community artists began to redefine aesthetics in art, by 

giving their work meaning in terms of its transformative powers in social justice. For 

example, Alan Barnett (1984) argues:

10
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The source of creativity is the labor process itself. It changes nature, shapes it to 
meet human needs and provides new satisfactions. By changing the world and 
their relations to it, people change themselves and grow. And the pleasure o f 
growth—of greater comprehension and more fulfilling interaction with the 
world—is at the root of aesthetic delight, (p.383)

This focus on a relational process shifts emphasis commonly associated with evaluating 

aesthetic quality. The dominant position in art criticism is that the final product is judged, 

not how the art was created. As Barnett highlights, in community murals “the labour 

process itself’ is an important aesthetic consideration. Since this process is collaborative, 

shifting aesthetic value to process implies that the work of art becomes relationship- 

based.

To illustrate this further, I share a story about the Wall o f  Respect, a celebrated 

mural that was created in Chicago in 1967 (Barnett, 1984). This mural was co

constructed by 21 artists (visual artists, photographers, and writers) who were united by a 

collective aim: to share with the world a different story about Black people. The authors’ 

voiced their purpose through image and text. On a caption located on the comer of the 

mural, it states, “this was created to honor our Black heroes and to beautify our 

community” (p.50). According to Barnett, “beautify” meant more to the artists than the 

aesthetics of the mural, it also meant raising awareness in the local people o f “their 

‘soul’, creativity, and power, a consciousness that was expressed by the then new 

affirmation, ‘Black is beautiful’” (p.50). In this way, aesthetics were not only defined 

through process and self-identity of the participants, but also by political purpose. When 

the mural was completed, it stood as an example of possible change through sharing a 

new story about Black people, offered a place for community gathering, and served as a 

catalyst for many murals to come. Let it stand as an example of what is possible for

11
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environmental education (i.e., complex, embodied, and political praxis that is co

constructed through community and presents new ways of participating in the world).^ 

From this example, then, I ask: How can this work help us to imagine possibilities within 

our field?

As the community mural movement grew in the late 1960s, motives of the artists 

and communities who created the various examples of public art began to branch out to 

include: opportunities for local youth to connect with art and community, and means to 

salvage downtown areas by transforming the space with art (Barnett, 1984). In all cases, 

though, community murals were tied to aims of social justice. Mural art became known 

as an art made by the people, for the people. As Barnett notes, “murals give voice to 

ordinary people’s concerns and involves them in the creation of images that hold 

meaning for them and for their community” (p. 116). In this way, murals offer art in an 

accessible form that can be useful for transforming current and/or historical events into 

deeply felt political aspirations or visions for the future (Conrad, 1995).

In my research, the mural offered multiple opportunities for creating change in the 

Faculty of Education and therefore, in the individuals who were becoming teachers, as 

well as in the faculty members who were teaching them. The mural could present a new 

story about education that would become part of the learning and teaching in the 

classroom within which it was painted, as such it could inform the work of students and 

teachers in that setting. Moreover, as a part of the teacher education experience, the mural 

could continue to do its work outside the Faculty of Education, thus serving as a catalyst

 ̂Praxis is a term coined by Freire (1970) to mean: informed action. It is based on an ongoing process that 
combines theory and practice.

12
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for more arts-based environmental education in schools. In chapters 5 through 7, the 

contributions of the mural to the Faculty of Education are discussed.

Environmental education

In this section, I will outline the trends in environmental education that inform my 

research, as well as expose the assumptions that continue to shape how I situate myself 

within this field. This discussion works to clarify how my study contributes to the 

development of environmental education. First, I focus on a discussion of the role ethics 

plays in this research. Then, I move into the characteristics of environmental education 

that resonate well in this study. Throughout these discussions, I make connections 

between environmental education and community mural-making. It is important to note 

that my intent in this work is not to define environmental education, but rather to reveal 

its usefulness as a framework for teaching and learning in arts-based environmental 

education. In doing so, I work toward “putting the ‘education’ back into environmental 

education” (Jickling, 1997, p.lOO)."*

Ethics in practice. As an environmental educator, I struggle with issues of 

education and advocacy—how do I go about making space for environmental education 

in schools in an educative way? This is a question of ethics, as much as it is about 

education (Jickling, 2005). As such, I find it helpful to work with environmental ethics 

theory, specifically within a trend that approaches ethics first, before knowledge (Cheney 

& Weston, 1999), and applies it to everyday contexts as a process of inquiry and 

interactions (Jickling, 2004; Weston, 1993). As Jim Cheney and Anthony Weston (1999)

 ̂Exploring, constructing, and/or problematizing environmental education definitions, although sometimes 
attempted, does not well suit the epistemological and ontological assumptions in this research (see Jickling, 
1997).
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reveal, the dominant notion of ethics is based on the following assumptions: ethics is a 

response to the world, the world is fully knowable, ethics is incremental and extensionist, 

and its purpose is to sort the world ethically. In the spirit of inquiry, Cheney and Weston 

ask, what if this concept of ethics is flipped upside-down? What if ethics comes first? 

...and the world is not fully knowable? ...and ethics co-evolves in a relational context? 

...and its purpose is to explore and enrich the world? What happens then? Such a flip 

reveals ethics in a new light—as an etiquette—a way of participating in the world with 

“courtesy” (p. 120). In other words, an ethics-based epistemology involves participation 

in an ethical relationship; but as Cheney and Weston suggest participation is conditional: 

first, it requires acknowledgement, recognizing other human and more-than-human 

beings and sharing the world with them; also, it requires time because relationships 

evolve as trust and love develop (it is a mutual process).^ Further, Leesa Fawcett (2002) 

refers to such an ethical relationship as an inter-species friendship which considers more- 

than-humans as “subjects capable of reciprocity and agency” (p. 133). Looking at ethics in 

a relational context resonates well with me; I liken the shift from an old, well-bound 

textbook about codes of teacher conduct sitting dusty on a shelf, into an aesthetic and 

embodied teaching practice, continually evolving and co-evolving through interactions 

and relationships. In this way, ethics comes alive and gives meaning to our environmental 

education teaching.

Fawcett’s (2002) work, “Children’s Wild Animal Stories”, illustrates research 

advocating such ethical relationships. In her study, Fawcett focused on kindergarten and

 ̂More-than-human is term used by David Abram (1996) based on the belief that epistemology has ethical 
dimensions (i.e., to articulate an epistemology is to articulate an ethical practice (Cheney, 2002)). In light of 
this, more-than human language transcends anthropocentric, or human-centred language (e.g., non-human) 
and makes room for reciprocal dialogue.
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grade 5 students’ ideas and stories about local animals, specifically, bats, frogs, and 

racoons, as a way of exploring possibilities for inter-species bonds and friendship. She 

found that the younger students offered “stories about fi-iendship between the humans and 

all three animals and had less stereotypical attitudes” (p. 131), while the older students’ 

stories revealed the influence of dominant beliefs in Western culture that teach “children 

to divorce themselves from their ‘animalness’” (p. 136). Thus, her work suggests the need 

for examining those beliefs to create opportunities for different stories to be told, marino 

(1997) describes narratives such as those of the kindergarten children as, “stories of 

resistance” which reveal voices and/or ideas that are commonly excluded and/or 

marginalized (p. 127). marino notes that telling stories of resistance communicates their 

importance. In schools and Faculties of Education, where stories of resistance, such as the 

one explored in Fawcett’s research are often excluded, the painting of a community mural 

on a classroom wall can act as a visual narrative which serves as an expression of their 

importance and a catalyst for their inclusion.

Following Eisner’s (2002a) belief that art evokes what words cannot, I introduce a 

painting by Henri Matisse (1910), called Dance, as a way to reveal some of the 

possibilities I imagined for including ethics in this research (see Figure 3). My ethical 

imagining (Fawcett, 2000) was guided by literature that unveiled possibilities for new 

ethical relationships expressed through: fields of care (Evemden, 1985), ethics-based 

epistemology (Cheney & Weston, 1999), participatory consciousness (Fawcett, 2005), 

and ethics as an everyday activity (Jickling, 2004). Thus, in this imagining, ethics are 

performative (Jickling, 2004), and “predominantly a way to enrich the world and create 

more possibilities for deeper knowing” (Fawcett, 2005, p.274). For me. Dance reveals
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itself as a powerful visual metaphor of ethical action as a mutual relationship and inquiry. 

As Maxine Greene (1995) writes;

Not only does Matisse’s work present an authentic human involvement with 
others and the natural world; it somehow draws us into the dancers’ movement 
and suggests the vital networks in which we live or ought to live our lives, (p.62)

Figure 3. Dance by Henri Matisse: A metaphor for the research etiquette.

In December 2006,1 took a trip to the Museum of Modem Art (MOMA) in New 

York City to visit closely with Matisse’s original work. Dance i f  I was fortunate to share 

this experience with my cousin Emily, who also was a graduate student in education. She 

asked me how I connected so strongly to this painting. I replied that Dance offered a 

guiding image for my research: a symbol of my purpose in co-constructing knowledge 

about the natural world with others through art, as well as the etiquette that would guide 

me. Specifically, I explained that Matisse’s use of form and movement within the figures’

® Dance I, created in early 1909, was a quick sketch (composition study) drafted before the painting which 
appears in Figure 3.
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dance acted as an invitation to join in the action. I saw this painting as a celebration of 

collaboration and harmonious relationships. This led to a thoughtful dialogue about 

advocacy and education and the challenges involved with providing a complex, 

embodied, and political curriculum in school-based settings. Our discussion revealed 

some helpful insights about how practicing ethics (so integral to environment education) 

could be included through collaboration. My impressions from that discussion are 

expressed in Postcard 2.

AdtHioaê  in edacation Nsd-tad/np, it tades coa.rap'c/...éa.t adso sodidaNt^/
Cf̂ eatinÿ oppe/̂ tanities peopde to come top>etker to skare tkeir- concerns

andf'or interests can o^^er an "enakdinp' "space to kep>in.

Postcard 2. Provoked reflections at the MOMA.
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Emily took the picture shown in Postcard 2, wliile I jotted down my thoughts and 

sketched a gestured impression of our interaction with Dance I. Later, I came back to a 

reflection expressed in this postcard: creating opportunities for people to come together to 

share their concerns and/or interests.

It became clear that community murals could open up important spaces for people 

to begin working together on these concerns and/or interests because they too were 

dependent on advocacy, risk-taking, and solidarity. Paul Hart, Bob Jickling, and Richard 

Kool (1999) suggest that people generally know about environmental issues, “but they 

are confused by conflicting views and don’t know how to deal with these contradictions. 

Environmental education can involve itself with the task of trying to help citizens, young 

and old, explore their own questions” (p. 105). While relational ethics guides this process, 

community murals can make inquiry collaborative. Exploring questions in groups can be 

challenging and requires skilled practice of incorporating the ideas and concerns of 

multiple voices. This complexity reveals the importance of making space for practicing 

collaborative inquiry. Of making art in communities, Graeme Sullivan (2005) writes, 

“artworks produced within a community, and used to communicate with others, do so in 

ways that are multiple, mutual, and where meaning is continually negotiated according to 

various perspectives, practices, and positions of power” (p. 160). Thus, community murals 

also offer a collaborative and constructi vist approach to knowledge in environmental 

education practice that works to transcend dominant power relations in learning 

experiences. In this community mural project, I worked to achieve the aim that 

environmental education knowledge must be negotiated, not prescribed to students and 

teachers.
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Enabling spaces. The role of community murals in making learning collaborative 

can serve as a helpful tool in responding to the perplexing questions facing environmental 

education, or what Jickling (2003) describes as “the tough work of good education” 

(p.25). It can do this by creating what Weston (1993) calls, “conceptual, experiential, or 

even quite literal” spaces (p. 100) for “enabling environmental practice” (p.99). In other 

words, by creating a community mural project, certain possibilities for environmental 

education practice can emerge. As a sample, environmental educators can explore 

learning and teaching while embracing uncertainties; activism and education can co-exist 

and their challenges can be explored in caring, creative, and collaborative ways; and, 

community murals can assist pre-service teachers in adopting a pedagogy that is in line 

with their environmental education values, or at least provide them with an example to 

work from.

The enabling factor is experienced through the ideas and knowledge that emerge 

and are co-constructed based on the conditions created within these settings. This goal 

reveals my pedagogical role in the community mural. It implies my responsibility for 

setting the stage and providing useful props that can be helpful to participants as they 

work creatively and collaboratively together. Also, it suggests an alternative approach to 

teaching environmental education that focuses on a process which is not linear, that is 

does not proceed from a starting point in a straight line towards some pre-determined, 

and firmly-held, learning outcomes. Thus revealing the research’s travels into less 

familiar territory—on a journey with much uncertainty, but as my work will suggest, an 

important expedition for environmental educators. Eisner (2002b) suggests that the arts 

are familiar with such uncertain territory and commonly engage with knowledge
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emergent in process. He refers to this knowledge as expressive outcomes. This is what my 

study intends to explore: the expressive outcomes that can assist environmental educators 

as they travel into this new territory.

So far, I have focused on this research’s guiding etiquette, as well as its purpose 

for arts-based collaboration. Now I would like to shift into a discussion on important 

features of environmental education in Canada that connect to an integration of 

community murals as arts-based pedagogy in environmental education. Or, to state in 

another way, I will explore the epistemological connections between environmental 

education and community murals (e.g., complexity, embodiment, and political) in order 

to expose and explore the significance of this research in environmental education.

Complexity. In my readings of the field, I side with those scholars who discuss 

environmental education as complex, embodied, and political (Hart et al., 1999; Russell, 

et al., 2000). There are countless ways to reveal the complexity of environmental 

education. Russell et al. (2000) highlight its variety of forms (e.g., in textbooks, through 

advocacy, engaging with nature, etc.) and diversity of settings (e.g., in schools, parks, 

summer camps, etc.). This suggests that many different people take up environmental 

education (e.g., teachers, activists, scientists, etc). Also, Marilyn Mac Donald (1997) 

reminds us that, “environmental education is both as old as life on Earth, and as new as 

the early 1970s” (p.58). In terms of complexity, this suggests that there are multiple 

origins: ancient and academic. The many sub-cultures of theory and practice within this 

field also add to its complexity (e.g., outdoor and experiential education, education for 

sustainable development, ecological literacy, etc.). Each sub-culture has its own 

assumptions about the aims of environmental education and often these have revealed
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themselves as conflicting with others. In addition, there is the complexity involved in 

studying interconnected relationships which demand an adoption of alternative paradigms 

and practices. Furthermore, the social, ecological, and political realms that continually 

shape environmental education are complex. The list goes on.. .but I pause here, to ask: 

How can environmental education address these complexities and work in developing our 

understanding of how they fit in our lives? In my perspective, this is a matter of praxis 

and pedagogy and demands that we ask another question: If environmental education is 

rich with complexity, how can our practice reflect this?

Embodiment. Environmental education is also embodied. This means that it 

engages the body. It has been described as such in a variety of ways in the literature. To 

name a couple, embodiment has been represented as our everyday experiences of the 

world through our senses (Bell, 1997; Næss, 2002; Orr, 1994), and as cultural practices 

(Barrett, 2005; Evemden, 1985; Weston, 1994). For instance, in The Natural Alien, Neil 

Evemden (1985) speaks about fields o f  5e//’where “the self is not necessarily defined by 

the body surface.. .there is some kind of involvement with the realm beyond skin” (p.43). 

In other words, our experience in the world, quite literally defines us—we are what we 

experience when the self is defined within a larger territory than the boundary of our 

bodies. Evemden also notes that if humans begin to see themselves in this way, they can 

begin addressing embodied questions, such as, “what does it feel like to have a territory?” 

(p.47). Ame Næss (2002) advocates similar types of questions, such as, “How do you feel 

yourself and the world?” (p.20). Since these questions are not commonly asked in 

everyday conversation, they read somewhat awkwardly. Yet, Næss affirms that our 

emotions are vital to embodied knowledge and need to be more valued in education. As
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such, it is important that such questions are asked, and by introducing them in everyday 

dialogue, their awkwardness may be alleviated. In fact, the mind/body, and similarly the 

human/nature split are often blamed as a root cause for the environmental crisis (Carson, 

1962; Evemden, 1985; Orr, 1994; Weston, 1994). Thus many theorists within the field 

believe a central aim of environmental education is to reconnect humans with their 

embodied experience in the world. As Weston (1994) so eloquently writes, “We cannot 

think our way back to the Earth. We can only work our way more thoroughly into and 

around the Earth, from the particular place within it that we already find ourselves: 

practically, mindfully, and open-mindfully” (p.7).

M.J. Barrett (2005) argues that language has a role to play in this process of 

recormecting our bodies to our experience in the world. Specifically, she notes that our 

words have power to determine how and what becomes known; thus, interrogating 

everyday language can be a transformative experience. To explain, she uses a past 

teaching moment (facilitating a pond study). With her students, she banned words like, 

“yuk!” or “gross,” in reference to more-than-human life. Instead, she encouraged words 

like “wow!” and “cool” (p.81). Her observations of this practice revealed that wow words 

brought bodies closer (in curiosity), while yuk words made bodies retreat (in fear or 

disgust). This insight not only reveals the importance of embracing embodied experience 

in education, but also of being attentive to the language used to communicate such 

experiences. Language is particularly important as a consideration of another quality of 

environmental education: its inherently political nature. What is the language being used 

in the public sphere? What should it be? This is more work for environmental educators 

to consider and part of the work of this thesis.
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Political. Environmental education represents a marginal voice in Western 

culture. Many of its teachings are not-commonly practiced or considered in the everyday 

activities of the masses. As such, supporters of the field can often be found on the 

frontlines fighting to be heard. They represent many voices each advocating something 

different; Save the earth! Say no to animal-testing! Let the forests live! Reduce, reuse, 

recycle! Of course, these are just a sample of the voices. Although there are many others, 

these offer a starting point in revealing the political nature of environmental education.

In stating that environmental education is political, I do not suggest it is uniquely 

so, in fact all education is! To discuss this further, I find the words of dian marino (1997) 

to be of assistance. She notes, “learning is not a neutral process—staying idle is 

maintaining a position, just as movement is never motionless” (p.l28h). I find marine’s 

perspective helpful in exposing the implicit and hidden curriculum that exists in all 

education (Eisner, 2002b). It encourages environmental educators, like myself, to ask 

questions about knowledge, such as: by whom? and for whom? (Bamdt, 2004). These are 

questions commonly asked by critical theorists and relate to issues of hegemony.^ More 

examples of these kinds of questions include: “who gets to choose what data are included 

and excluded? On the basis of what criteria would such choices be made?” (Kincheloe, 

2005a, p. 107). Political questions of this sort are what led to the development of 

community arts. In this thesis, I turned to inquiry informed by community murals to 

explore strategies for creating counter-hegemonic knowledge and embracing politics in 

environmental education practice, thus preparing environmental educators for political 

action.

 ̂Hegemony is a term coined by Antonio Gramsci to express hierarchical power relations that involve 
persuasion from above and consent from below (marino, 1997).
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Eisner (2002a) argues that the arts can prepare the mind and body for seeing the 

world in new ways:

Our seeing is practical, and practical perception is not usually designed to provide 
delight in what is seen, to challenge our beliefs, or to generate questions that lead 
to productive puzzlement. Most of what we do when we see does not have its 
primary outcome a new way to view the world. The arts, however, do this with 
regularity, (p.84)

Eisner suggests that art can be transformative because its inherent nature is capable of 

provoking new perspectives. Eisner’s ideas have important implications for 

environmental education. Consider for a moment the purpose of education: Is it to reveal 

and reinforce the ways things are? If so, then none of what I am arguing for is necessary. 

However, if education is meant to stir wide-awakeness, imaginative action, and a 

renewed consciousness o f possibility (Greene, 1995); or said another way, if education is 

meant to be more critical and enabling, then, as Eisner suggests, the mind must be 

provoked!—through delight, controversy, curiosity, etc.—so that new knowledge is 

possible.

Greene (1995) further suggests:

Participatory involvement with the many forms of art can enable us to see more in 
our experience, to hear more on normally unheard frequencies, to become more 
conscious of what daily routines have obscured, what habit and convention have 
suppressed, (p. 123)

This notion of the power of art to disrupt routine is also significant to environmental 

education. Arts-based inquiry can act as a tool for exposing unquestioned assumptions of 

environmental education which Evemden (1985) refers to as, “the real authorities in our 

culture” (p.43), and can transcend the common fault of educators to become creatures of
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habit in their teaching. For example, as we learned from Eisner, our everyday ways of 

seeing the world are practical, rather than critical. However, Evemden points out that 

how we see the world is greatly dependent on our cultural beliefs, and when we are not 

critical and/or conscious of these beliefs, they become “embedded and tacitly agreed to” 

(p.47). Unquestioned assumptions in environmental education can become hidden and are 

hard to find and/or change; thus, as Evemden notes, not questioning results in their power 

or authority. Teaching actions can become automatic (an unconsciousness process) and 

thus can inhibit awareness, creativity, elements of surprise and uncertainty, and/or or 

action. In response, the arts can help environmental educators stay attentive as they 

experience and teach in the world.

Louise Gluck (1994) writes that art can inspire action;

Art is not a service. Or, rather it does not reliably serve all people in a 
standardized way. Its service is to the spirit, from which it removes the misery of 
inertia. It does this by refocusing an existing image of the world... where the flat 
white of the page was, a field of energy emerges, (p. 8)

Gluck’s words are provocative: who would choose misery if given the choice? Inertia 

thought of in a desolate context becomes what Barrett (2005) noted in her pond study 

lesson as, yuk; it literally encourages the body to recoil. Although, Gluck’s passage 

comes from a book of poetry and conveys the power of expressive text, it can easily be 

understood in the context of community murals if  you replace o f the page with wall. 

where the flat white wall was, a field of energy emerges. Gluck’s idea is further extended 

into the discussion of enabling environmental practice (Weston, 1993) when one asks: 

How art can become a process capable of inspiring environmental action? As Eisner 

(2002a) states, this is the work of art.
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Environmental education is complex, embodied, and political and hence, messy, 

emotional, and controversial. When asking: How we can we reimagine environmental 

education, we must also ask what practices embrace the messy, emotional, and 

controversial? I have proposed that first, we need to create conceptual, experiential, and 

literal spaces as sites of experimentation in schools; but also I add, it is imperative that 

that those spaces reflect the complexity, embodiment, and political spirit of 

environmental education. Creating community murals is one way of enabling new 

teachers to think through and engage in this kind of environmental practice. Community 

murals are created collaboratively by a group of individuals, their process and product are 

negotiated over time. They are relationship-based and integrate theory with action. As 

well, they are often created to communicate a statement, and/or challenge the status quo 

(Bamdt, 2006; Barnett, 1984; Conrad, 1995). In this way, community murals are also 

complex, embodied, and political. Therefore, they fit nicely as a practical framework and 

pedagogy for creating a mural about environmental education.

Murals can act as the impetus for new teachers to engage in conversations about 

the complex, embodied and political work of environmental education. Given that 

schools and curriculum (even in Faculties of Education) deny environmental education its 

time and space, they also work against education that is complex, embodied, political 

(Russell, et al., 2000). Using community murals in environmental education can work to 

disrupt the barriers to its practice in schools and reveal new processes, energies, and 

visions to fuel environmental education in everyday learning within school-based 

settings.
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CHAPTER 3: EXPOSING THE RESEARCH AT ITS ROOTS

Methodological Musings

My own interdisciplinary interests in combining environmental education and 

community art challenged me to uncover relationships between these two forms of 

education. Several forces drove this reflection: a passion for being creative and 

imaginative, pressures for accountability in the trustworthiness and validity of my 

process, and the desire to work authentically with people to create a project that is 

worthwhile and beneficial for those involved directly and indirectly. Since my 

epistemological and ontological assumptions create a firame of reference that affects the 

design and philosophy of my research (Schram, 2003), an important part of my 

methodological musings included revealing these assumptions and beliefs; this is where I 

begin.

My assumptions became clear early on in my graduate journey, when I was 

introduced to a collection of works by Greene (1995), called Releasing the imagination: 

Essays on Education, the Arts, and Social Change. She concludes one chapter with the 

following vision for education:

Our classrooms ought to be nurturing and thoughtful and just all at once; they 
ought to pulsate with multiple conceptions of what it is to be human and alive. 
They ought to resound with the voices of articulate young people in dialogues 
always incomplete because there is always more to be discovered and more to be 
said. We must want our students to achieve firiendship as each one stirs to wide- 
awakeness, to imaginative action, and to renewed consciousness of possibility. 
0)43)

Greene highlights many of the sentiments I spoke about in my discussion about 

environmental education, but she goes further and embodies the passion and care
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required of our practice. Her vision not only reveals my purpose for engaging in graduate 

research, but also helps to situate and expose my guiding assumptions that education 

should reflect multiple ways of knowing, be social and counter-hegemonic, and should 

enable critical, caring, and creative possibilities to be imagined and realized.

Ontologically, I assume that it is important for educators to see themselves as 

embedded in experiences and relationships within the physical and social worlds in which 

they inhabit. And, I assume that valuable knowledge can be constructed by individuals 

and groups through these experiences and relationships.

Epistemologically, I assume that knowledge derives from multiple sources and 

can be developed through interaction and dialogue with the human and more-than-human 

world. Also, I assume that the world is not fully knowable, and there are always hidden 

possibilities. Therefore, I assume that it is important for educators to create enabling 

spaces capable of exploring multiple epistemological possibilities.

Based on these assumptions, I find it helpful to enter into research as a 

“methodological negotiator,” who draws from multiple methodologies and creates an 

emergent framework that best suits my research goals (Kincheloe, 2005b, p.325). As 

Anita Sinner, Carl Leggo, Rita Irwin, Peter Gouzouasis, and Kit Grauer (2006) note, 

“pluralism and hybridity offer researchers a way to broaden and deepen methodological 

design, strengthening interpretation and ensuring a rigorous engagement with sources 

throughout the inquiry process,” (p. 1251).

In this thesis, arts-based educational research and participatory action research 

offered important methodological foundations. Social constructivism is also an integral
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part of the research design, and weaves through the text in a variety of ways in order to 

highlight learning as a social process. First, I will discuss arts-based educational research 

and participatory action research; then, I will focus on the emergent framework that looks 

at community murals as research that is participant-centred, process-oriented, 

relationships-based, and has activist aims.

Arts-based educational research

Arts-based educational research is characterized in two ways: first, by its 

epistemological aims, and second, by meeting specific criteria related to art and 

aesthetics. First in terms of epistemology, arts-based educational research differs from 

traditional educational research. Tom Barone and Elliot Eisner (2006) describe the 

difference in the following way, “If traditionalists generally seek to secure solid 

explanations and confident predictions, arts-based researchers aim to suggest new ways 

of viewing educational phenomena” (p.96). In other words, this knowledge is not meant 

to create certainty, rather, it works to enrich theory and practice in education by revealing 

new perspectives on existing issues. Arts-based research differs from traditional research 

in purpose, but also in format; thus, its methods for representing knowledge are also arts- 

based.

Specifically, arts-based educational research must reflect two criteria: engagement 

in artistic activity as a central purpose of the research, and the research must be 

characterized by “certain aesthetic qualities or design elements that infuse the inquiry 

process and research ‘text’” (Barone & Eisner, 2006, p.95). Barone and Eisner claim that 

the more pronounced these elements are in the research, the more it may be characterized 

as arts-based. Also, the text that Barone and Eisner speak of is considered in its broadest
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context, as “actions in the world that can be ‘read’” (Finley, 2005, p.686). Thus, 

embracing arts-based education research as a methodology comes with the responsibility 

of creating research characterized by aesthetic qualities or design elements.

For the purposes of this research, Barnett’s (1984) criteria forjudging community 

murals were chosen. Barnett suggests that four areas need to be considered in critiquing 

community murals: purpose, process, form, and quality. Thus, he includes group 

aspirations and dynamics, as well as traditional aesthetics in his definition. Further, 

Barnett writes:

The ultimate judgement of a mural concerns not only its imagery but the success 
of the total process of making it and assimilating it into the life of the 
neighbourhood, local union, or school where it has been done. The final test is 
whether the painting makes a difference, whether it raises the level of awareness, 
establishes and strengthens bonds, empowers people. (p.391)

This description speaks to aesthetics in terms of its lasting impact. In other words: Does it 

become part of the everyday culture of the place it inhabits? Barnett’s criteria provided a 

diverse landscape for art criticism in relation to this project; this was important in 

celebrating the achievements of the work (i.e. including the process and products).

Further, Sinner et al. (2006) who reviewed a collection of arts-based educational 

dissertations noted the following four common attributes: commitment for aesthetic and 

education practice, inquiry-laden processes, searching for meaning, and interpreting 

understanding. Throughout the project, these criteria provided useful guideposts for 

reflection and writing and helped to develop my researcher voice.
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Participatory action research

In addition to arts-based approaches, participatory action research informs the 

process of the community mural project. This work is participatory in the sense that it 

involves mutual inquiry: the knowledge is collaboratively constructed and the research is 

a social practice (Kemmis & McTaggart, 2005). Three features distinguish participatory 

research from conventional research: shared ownership of research projects, community- 

based analysis of social problems, and an orientation toward community action (Kemmis 

& McTaggart, 2005). These features identify with the aims of the community mural 

project. Further, the notion of shared ownership was helpful in positioning the 

researcher/participant roles in this work: What would be my voice, what would be theirs, 

and what would be ours? As the research developed, responses to these questions became 

clear. The mural and thesis could represent our voice, but in each, one would be more 

dominant; in the mural, theirs would be central, whereas in the thesis, mine would be.

This research involves participation in a social practice aimed at collective 

knowledge. That knowledge is created through doing and making; thus, action plays a 

role as a process and product of knowledge. Further, action acts to inspire theoretical 

reflection, as well as inform its creation (Patton, 2002). Everything considered, the 

community mural project is participatory and action-related, and is guided by 

relationships between participants aimed at reaching intersubjective agreement and 

mutual understanding (Kemmis & McTaggart, 2005).

Community murals as research

Participants, process, relationships, and activist aims exist at the heart of 

community mural-making. In engaging community murals as a process of inquiry, these
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four qualities also create the foundation of this research methodology. Specifically, the 

research set out to create knowledge which was negotiated by the participants through 

non-exploitive and collaborative process grounded in relationships and held together by 

common activist aims (i.e., creating consciousness and informed action). To further 

develop how these four qualities informed the research design, each one is explored in 

more detail in the subsequent paragraphs.

Participant-centred. I have suggested that it is important for educators to see 

themselves as embedded in physical and social experiences and relationships. Thus, in 

the community mural project, participants were actively creating knowledge through 

collaborative activities and individual reflections. As such, the research outcomes were 

highly dependent on the participants’ contributions. This was a vital consideration in how 

the research process was designed. I took advice from David Hunt (1992), who states:

How researchers choose to view those researched profoundly influences their 
research findings. When researchers treat persons as objects, they leam only about 
their physical movement as physical objects. When researchers treat persons as 
organisms, they leam only about their basic needs and their reflexes. However, 
when researchers treat those whom they research as persons, then they are more 
likely to uncover understandings which are relevant to the human condition, and 
therefore contain practical value, (p. 114)

Hunt reminded me that if this research was to be co-constructed, it would have to be 

mutually beneficial. This research was important in my personal growth as a learner and 

educator. For the participants, it offered an opportunity, not otherwise available in the 

Faculty of Education, for developing skills in creating murals about environmental 

education, as well as for practicing agency by communicating their voices to the greater 

education community.
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Process-oriented. I have argued that there are multiple ways to leam in the world 

and that knowledge can be developed through interaction and dialogue. Thus, knowledge 

is understood through process. Therefore, in this community- and arts-based research,

“the how [was] as important as the what,” (Bamdt, 2006, p. 16). The research focused on 

the process of creating collaborative knowledge. Developing collective knowledge 

involved negotiation; therefore, an important part of this process involved dialogue. Nel 

Noddings (1992) writes that “genuine dialogue” is open-ended, which means “neither 

party knows at the outset what the outcome or decision will be” (p.23). In this way, 

dialogue as a process for leaming is closely related to arts-based approaches which aim to 

create expressive outcomes (Greene, 1995). Noddings further shares:

Dialogue is a common search for understanding, empathy, or appreciation. It can 
be playful or serious, logical or imaginative, goal or process oriented, but it is 
always a genuine quest for something undetermined at the beginning, (p.23)

For Noddings, dialogue is an interactive process, rather than a prescriptive method for 

creating knowledge. In this process, the outcomes are unknown, thus dialogue and 

uncertainty are closely tied. This notion was important to the planning of my research and 

responds to my belief that the world is not fully knowable. Uncertainty was vital to this 

process and I worked to embrace it. Eisner’s (2002b) insightful words inspired my 

journey; he reveals, “We are ‘condemned’ to a life of exciting uncertainty in which the 

flexible use of intelligence is our most potent tool” (p.41). With those sentiments in mind, 

the participants and I took steps forward into unknown and emergent territory, with faith 

that tmst in the process would result in meaningful outcomes.
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Relationships-based. The knowledge created in this research was grounded in 

relationships (Cheney & Weston, 1999; Evemden, 1985; Fawcett, 2002,2005; Weston, 

1994). I, and the participants involved, transcended observation and moved towards 

participation in embodied experiences and complex relationships. As an initial 

framework, I found a/r/tography (an emerging arts-based educational research 

methodology) very helpful. It is deeply rooted in a similar notion of participation, 

referred to by Rita Irwin (2004) as “knowing, doing, and making” (p.31) through multiple 

identities and relationships. As a metaphor, a/r/tography involves the coming together of 

art with writing (graphy), where art (a/r/t) is also an expression of the multiple ways one 

can come to know and experience the world, as an Artist, iîesearcher, and Teacher (Pinar, 

2004). In embracing this metaphor, I chose to wear three hats—as an artist, researcher, 

and teacher, and encouraged the same of the participants. Irwin (2004) reveals that:

To live the life of an artist who is also a researcher and teacher is to live a life of 
awareness, a life that permits openness to the complexity around us, a life that 
intentionally sets out to perceive things differently, (p.3 3)

For me, the awareness that Irwin speaks about offered a way of expressing how I wanted 

to participate in the research, with a critical consciousness attuned to the important 

relationships that helped to shape the knowledge and experience.

Activist in aims. In speaking about activism, Bamdt (2006) suggests that “we 

reframe art as activism” (p. 18). Looked at in this way, activism becomes the work o f art. 

This notion is helpful in revealing how the mural created as part of this research was an 

act of resistance. In the community mural, entitled the Caring Tree, activism was directed 

at the academy as well as the Lakehead University community. The participants in the
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project believed that dominant forms of leaming and teaching within the Faculty of 

Education were hegemonic, anthropocentric, and individualistic, thus they set out to 

create a mural that would resist and transcend such values. By transforming a drab 

classroom wall into a colourful artwork, the artists drew attention to a different way of 

leaming and teaching. The Caring Tree mural stood as a visual statement that education 

can be socially constructed in imaginative ways. Also, the mural demonstrated the 

responsibility individuals have in creating a just and vibrant world, since its existence 

was dependent on the commitment and passion of its creators.

Community murals as research in environmental education brings learners 

together in a participant-centred, process-oriented, relationship-based, and activist 

joumey. It embraces the complex, embodied, and political nature that defines both 

community murals and environmental education, thus weaving these educational 

traditions together. It does so by participating in caring relationships that consider the 

value of human and more-than-human life. Based on this, ethics are understood as an 

etiquette that informs educational praxis and works to expose, explore, and enrich 

relationships (i.e., between humans, and human-Nature, etc.).

Research journey as a critical practice/process

In this research, I recognized the possible shortcomings that could result from 

working closely with the teacher who inspired my graduate work. However, the potential 

for dominant power relationships as well as to understand how my own beliefs might 

shape this process were thoughtfully considered. Further, Bob and I are critical thinkers 

and our academic relationship grew from our common passion for critical thought and 

action. Specifically, the need for a balanced power dynamic was addressed in four ways.
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First, arts-based research wasn’t an area of expertise of Bob, therefore I was not 

coerced by expert understanding, to follow a prescribed research route, or frame my 

research in any particular way. Rather, we learned about arts-based inquiry together. 

Second, a conscious effort was made to develop a balanced power relationship. I was 

fortunate to work with him in a variety of settings within and beyond the school walls, 

thus allowing for a more balanced power relationship to develop.

Third, we made extensive use of another committee member and numerous 

critical friends and relatives. Throughout the process. Bob continued to challenge my 

writing. Countless drafts were exchanged, with comments from him encouraging me to 

dig deeper into the work in order to make connections with real-world issues. As a team, 

we also sought the feedback of our peers and co-workers who were outside of the project. 

Specifically, my committee member was extremely helpful in providing constructive 

criticism and resources to enrich the research. Within the Master’s program, I was part of 

a collegial team of graduate students committed to critical practice. We met often to share 

and discuss our work. This was an invaluable experience which kept me searching for 

more ways to improve my writing and practice. Further, I was fortunate to have the 

critical voices of my family and friends who challenged me to communicate my passion 

outside the academic circle.

Fourth, this thesis was written over a period two years, during which time, both 

Bob and I were able to distance ourselves from the writing in order to see the work from 

a fresh perspective. As such, throughout the research joumey, many steps were taken to 

enable critical practice and multiple voices were invited to contribute—it was a tmly 

rewarding collaboration!
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CHAPTER 4: BRINGING THE RESEARCH TO LIFE

Putting It Together

The who and the where?

I chose to do this research with other pre-service teachers within the Faculty of 

Education at Lakehead University. I made this decision for several reasons. First, since 

the inspiration for this research emerged from my teacher education experience, I 

assumed other pre-service teachers may be having similar curiosities. Based on this 

assumption, I wanted to provide a creative outlet, not otherwise available to most 

professional year students, to collaborate on shared interests. Also, I wanted to create an 

opportunity for those who resist the status quo in the Faculty of Education (i.e., of 

hegemonic, anthropocentric, and individualistic knowledge) to come together and share 

their voice and passion (to make known what is often marginalized, but may be so crucial 

to high-quality education), and to make space for an alternative leaming experience 

within the Faculty.

Recruitment. Recmitment focused on students from three areas of study: outdoor 

ecological and experiential education (0E3), art, and social studies. I felt that these 

teaching areas would speak to the qualities I was interested in representing in this project, 

such as interest and/or knowledge in environmental education, and creative approaches to 

teaching and leaming. I kept the invitation list relatively short because it was important 

that the group be small (less than 10 participants) to enable the continual negotiations that 

would shape the groups’ co-constmction of knowledge, and to work with the timeline 

available to pre-service teachers (nine weeks). I was looking for participants who were
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motivated, committed, and excited about working as a group, since the quality of the 

outcomes would be dependent on these factors.

I made a presentation in one social studies class to invite participants into the 

project and sent out email invitations to the 0E3 and art students (see Figure 4).

An Invitation into a Community Mural Project

w ho ancl what
My name is A li Soiaja. i'm doing a Master o f  Education degree at LU and I am focusing 
on how knowledge is created and negotiated in community- and arts-based education, 
specifically through community murals. I am looking for six professional year students to  
work with to  create a community mural which aims at making space for environmental 
education and the arts in the Faculty o f  Education. Learning in this project will be 
participant-centred, process-oriented, relationships-based, and activist in nature.

when
The project will begin in January and will be completed before students leave for their 
second placement.

Why

In ecjuc^iion, "we fs o  need iogenerate ftei-n^te knowledge ̂ nd images, making new 
visions ou i ofthe mud o f  out- cuneni inietptei^iions" Cmarino, 1997, p.128f).

Environmental education and the arts are Important to  human development and 
learning, capable o f  engaging the body, mind, and spirit. Yet, these disciplines are 
commonly marginalized in mainstream education, making them appear less important. 
This project aims at giving environmental education and the arts space in the university, 
teacher education, and mainstream education in general. It will do so by finding a blank 
wall space, building community, and making and doing art together.

i f  you are looking for an experience like this, then come participate, experience, 
engage and explore; community, arts, environmental education, interdisciplinary 
learning, teaching, self-identity, hidden assumptions, situated knowledge, and 
collaboration, and contribute to  your LU community in an exciting and creative way. 

RSVP

i f  this project sounds intriguing and you would like to  be part o f  it, or i f  you would like 
to  make an inquiry further, or i f  you would simply like to  talk more about any aspect o f  
this work, email me. I hope to  form a group in early 2007 and I will hold a meeting in 
the first couple o f  weeks o f  classes to  get into more details about the project. But for 
now. I'm trying to  get a sense for interest in this work and I'm looking for people to  
engage in it with, 

cheers and High Five!

Figure 4. Community mural project invitation.
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Eight individuals showed interest in the project and six of them committed to the 

project until its completion. Of the six participants, five were from the 0E3 program 

(representative of the two 0E3 classes), while one was focusing on art education. All of 

them were working in the intermediate/senior division (teaching grades 7 through 12). 

Participants were asked to introduce themselves in this thesis by writing personal 

statements using their pseudonyms. I was also a participant in the mural team, so I too 

created one. Our responses are presented below, following the artists’ self-portraits 

(revealed in each participant’s artwork of a chosen bird -  see Figures 5-11).®

Figure 5. Hairy woodpecker by Rambling Wren.

Rambling Wren. I  a m /O /q u e e r  m id d le 'c lo iyw o m x:iv \/frcrm /co  
V u t(d vh er(X :a ^cd X lvyu g h /h o rvvC ^O ttW M cu  M ypO 'iirion/a^rci^veduxxU 'or 
sW enni'from /tl^corinexX üyvw cM ui/creciitW îX y 1 lxa tcu 'e 'p (> ii{h le'W (lh l'n / 
th U 'fC e ld 'O fw o rh . Ivx/SM ch'Cofr'ccqm ^e^edvedAAxxducyviciiiysitem /ccnd' 
io c le ty  fo r  m cxtter, conriectC oYiytO 'ecuiih', keUp, a v id /c o m m u n ity  
t h a t  c u n ' he/ in c o rp o ra te d / i n t o  e d u c a U o n 'p r o g r a m y  go- lo n g ' w a y  t o  
addr& ikCvig' m a n y  o f  the/ CnequCtCeythat d U o  e tU it wCthin/theie/ 
yyÿjem y. C o m m u n ity  p ro fe c ty  C n co rp o ra tiv ig ' a r t  a re / a  creatO ve/ m e th o d / 
o fa c c e iiin q 'a v u d e y p r e ^ U n g 'th iy p a s td o n /I  have/. A r t  p r o v id e ^  o th e r  
w a y  y  o f  e g p re a io n / a n d / comAmunlcation/ t h a t  iv\>ypire/ a n d / c o n n e c t  t o  
em o tX o n y  m o r e /th a n  a  p a g e 'c iy x y  doev. I  h o p e /to  e n g a g e / in  m o re/

® The statements are expressed in unique fonts, used throughout this thesis to distinguish between 
participants’ voices.
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c&vnmunîty murcilproje<dyLn'thofuXure/after tlUvamazing' 
ocperLence/thathroicght much/tothe/parUctpanty and/ commanCty.

Figure 6, Red-breasted nuthatch by Henry.

Henry Delacroix. S  <wn a to£i, <umX gxwtgfy, &oy. <ui, occô iomifEij. 

caiyO, f<ici<x2 S  uy in. via/im Loaow, die. SCa-tfixivtlui <wv3 Axi'Cc

jioàAiLi.ft'tieâ. <itv3 a.̂ 'ie^dCu/te/i •viTtkin. tvofu’Ki.f itovfe «At/i

â-inoe. 5  to offoW- wty. aTudenJA -tk«. Ajioce to t&ctt avln- coimectiotw. in

ao&oof <m5 ont&ido ô  it. <5 t&ot ontj. &n&ĵ ct co-n confound tLe &ou.ndoti&6. o  ̂it& 

ttoditionof âiâoijj-fine, ond mottc-iA jie-itoining. to tLe enCoionncent, ecologicof 

conAcioMAncAA, ond tociof justice oioâA cÆoMj. &onndoty.. o.nd noed to && o&A«.W6d. 

eutomined, <yc nndê L&tood tLtongXout afndent a. education.

Figure 7. Northern cardinal by Lorraine.

Lorraine Fitzmorris. | am a 2 b  y e a r  old  (C au cas ian  fem ale wfio com es from a m iddle- 

c la ss  b ack g ro u n d . M y  p a s s io n  f o r  e d u c a tio n  lies in tb e  eco logical realm. | fe e l tb a t  it is
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im perative th a t  fo lk s can  re la te  to  th e  un iverse  an d  p la n e t a ro u n d  them , u n d e rs ta n d  th e  

sy s tem s th a t  a re  th e  fo u n d a tio n s  o f  all life, a n d  d ev e lo p  a  fee ling  o f  love f o r  a n d  c o n n e c tio n  to  

th e s e  sy stem s. | fee l th a t  o u r  system  o f  e d u c a tio n , a s  it cu rren tly  ex ists, fails to  ach ieve th e s e  

g o a ls . |f  1 w as q u e e n  o f  th e  universe, | would d o  th in g s d ifferen tly . | th ink  e d u c a tio n  h as  th e  

p o te n tia l to  insp ire  ecoph ily  (love f o r  an d  kinship to  all living th ings) a s  well a s  co m p assio n , 

caring, c o n ce rn  f o r  so c ia lju s tic e  issu es , positive  a n d  uplifting  en g a g e m e n t with local 

com m unities, a n d  exc item en t f o r  c o n tin u ed  se lf-d ire c te d  d iscovery , f io w  to  ach ieve  th is  is, o f  

co u rse , a  com plex issue, b u t  | th ink  th a t  s ta r tin g  with a) very small c la s se s  b) a  com pletely  

d iffe re n t a p p ro a c h  to  w hat "should" b e  lea rn ed , a n d  how  it shou ld  b e  learn ed , a re  im portan t. 

(C reativ ity  is key  an d  a r t  a s  a vehicle f o r  ex p lo ra tio n  is an  exciting  way to  e n g a g e  s tu d e n ts . | 

fo u n d  it exciting  fo r  exp lo ring  id e a s  a s  we c re a te d  th e  mural. ,^ o .. . th a t  is w hat | fe e l p a ss io n  

fo r  in te rm s o f  e d u c a tio n ...th e  p o te n tia l th a t  ex is ts  f o r  rad ica l tran sfo rm atio n  o f  th e  world!

g a g a # ___________

Figure 8. Evening grosbeak by Ramona.

Ramona Lavern. I qrew up Lia, B am e, 0\Ataho avid fartlclfated Ivi a wuviÆber of 
outdoor actLvtties, suc-k as hlfeliv0 avid oavio&iviq, avid speivt tvtaiA-y sutM.nA.ers a t catup. 
My Irvterest ivithe evivtrovivuevit and  people led me to pursue a degree Ln geography 

aiA-d psychology a t Mccqlll Ltrvlverslty Lvi Montreal, 62uebec before gotivg on to enrol tn  
Lakehead nrvlversltys Outdoor Ecological and ExperleiA,tlal BEd program,. Although i 
have alHAost no experletvce with artistic endeavours, such as the twural project, i was 
keen on gettlwg Involved because i felt It twig ht prove to be an  effective mode of 
expressing a passion for the Intereonneotedness o f education and  the environment. 
The group effort fostered a sense of com m unity  which I hope to bring to tvty own 

projects as an  educator.
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Figure 9. Saw-whet owl by Kaylana.

Kaylana Dee. I'm a white female, 30-something, with a mixture of 
Irish, English, and occasional Francophone background (particularly during family 
reunions in Quebec). I  am an adventurer, in love with all things outdoors and all 
things artistic. I  see becoming an educator as a path th a t fulfills my love for 
learning and my desire to shore what I  know and have experienced. I  wish to 
continually make my contribution to th e  education of youth through on 
environmental and artistic  perspective. My educational goal is to bring artis tic  and 
environmental awareness into the  courses I  teach. I  do this with the hopes th a t 
youth will become socially sensitive to  their surroundings as they become th e  adults 
of the  next generations.

Figure 10. Belted kingfisher by Millie.

Millie Grace. MY educational goal Is to  teach students to  see  
themselves as a community, and to  extend this consideration ultimately 
to  the entire community o f  life on earth, for  this community project we 
created a mural, but th e  process we went through Is universal to  any 
group effort. The principles we honoured allow all voices to  be heard.
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and for students o f  differing sKiiis and abilities to  make their own unique 
yet equally valued contributions. I also feei it is vital to  begin an 
educational endeavour by considering values and needs before lists o f  
facts as is the current practice with curriculum.

Figure 11. Black-capped chickadee by All.

Ali Solaja. f'm a. 26 ofcf wo man, ou(d t^aised in ToMnto, OKia-r-io.
/  come, f̂̂ om a mi)ie,d èa.cd̂ moamd (i.e,., ScmhioLx, Ca.Ka.dian, ftaiian, Scottisi, (misk) and am 

dnown ôm m^ positiin, spimit, cdocation in and out o^ sckoods ias adwa^s èccn a n̂'Oundinp 

consistency in ixy fom tkis meason, /  kaoe, £nown tia t f  wanted to ée a teackem since /  

was a wee one. / ymew op in a siny'de pament dow-income ^amidy ôm most o^ my ckiddd,ood. 
Despite tkis, /  was tun ate enouyd̂  to y  tow up yoiny to summet camp, 7~/i>is exipetience 

opened my eyes to tie  conttasts detween my utdan and natute-dosed dî estydes; i t  is ^tom 

tdis conttast^ tdat my passion ^ot eno-itonmentad education ytew, Cince tien, /  iaine deen 

committed to deatniny adout andptacticiny eduication tia t aims at maHiny meaniny^ad connections 
in tie  iuman and mote-tian-iaman wotdd. A tptesent, /  am excited dy tie  possiddities tia t 
iaum, emetyed titouyi my woti, w iti community mutads, f  woudd dide to continue tiis  atts- 

dased eno-itonmentad education Joutncy w iti students in my ^utute cdasses.

The what and the why?

My research questions asked: How is environmental education knowledge created 

and negotiated through a community mural process? And, what is the nature of 

relationships amongst participants throughout this process? These questions informed— 

the what and the why—my chosen methods, and their accompanying rationale for
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gathering knowledge.^ Methods were selected based on their ability to illuminate the 

processes and outcomes of the group’s co-constructed expressive knowledge. Four 

methods were chosen: arts-based workshops, audio-recordings, a research journal, and 

photographs.

Group action workshops. I facilitated five workshops aimed at allowing the mural 

team to get to know each other, individually and collectively, creating a collective sketch 

for the mural, and reflecting on the process throughout the stages of the project.

The workshops took form as art-making, discussions, and brainstorming sessions. 

The outcomes from these activities were represented as multiple forms of knowledge 

(i.e., pieces of art, dialogue, and writing). Also at the end of workshops, participants were 

given a reflective activity to take away with them. These activities were small exercises, 

such as a question to consider, or responses to a quotation, that acted either as a prompt, 

or debrief (see Appendix A). They were meant to stimulate reflection and/or development 

of ideas for future workshops, the results of which also contributed knowledge.

Audio-recordings. A significant portion of the knowledge emerged from dialogue 

in the workshops. Since I facilitated and participated in these sessions, my note-taking 

abilities were limited. For this reason, I chose to audio-record some of the conversations 

so that I could return to the ideas discussed and spend time reflecting on their 

significance.

Research journal. I kept ajournai throughout the process of my research as a way 

of coming to know myself, the participants, and the research better (Richardson, 2003). I 

took advice from Corrine Glesne and Alan Peshkin (1992), who suggest that an important

® Often termed data\ however, I find this language mechanical and not well-suited to the nature of the 
knowledge gathered through community- and arts-based approaches.
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goal of the researcher is to become as self-aware as possible, and Valerie Janesick (2003), 

who claims that the act of journal writing is a rigorous documentary tool. As such, I used 

the journal as a tool for developing and engaging a critical consciousness. Its entries 

served as a method of inquiry (Diamond, 1995; Richardson, 2003), and included: 

reflections, observations, images, artistic representations, questions, and problems that 

emerged from the research process.

Photographs. Photographs were taken to record the process in a visual form. They 

helped to illustrate scenes, as well as provided raw material for interpretation and analysis 

(Eisner, 1991; Patton, 2002; Wolcott, 1994). Consent was obtained from participants 

prior to using any photographs in which they or their work were the subjects (see 

Appendix D).
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CHAPTER 5: ONCE UPON A CARING TREE 

The Community Mural Project: A Story

This chapter describes the chronology of events, or what happened, prior to my 

analysis in Chapter 6, or what was learned from the research. The chronology is 

presented as a narrative, which combines my voices as a community artist and researcher. 

This narrative draws heavily from marino (1997), whose work is an inspiration for 

critical and creative approaches to arts-based education.

Up to this chapter, this thesis has been mainly theoretical, a conceptual 

exploration into possibilities for community mural-making as research in environmental 

education. This narrative works to contextualize these ideas, through thick description 

(Patton, 2002, p.437) in order to bring the research to life. To follow the mural process 

from its commencement to its completion. Once upon a Caring Tree is organized into 

five sections: the first meeting, the arts-based workshops, the painting process, the 

celebration, and the research debrief. What follows are the notable details from these 

events.

The first meeting

The first meeting set out to introduce me and the research project (see Appendix 

A), answer questions from the participants, invite participants into the project, or give 

them an opportunity to opt out (by signing or not signing consent forms—see Appendixes 

C-E), and create an opportunity for the group to meet each other and share their 

motivations for participating.
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Ironically, I slept in on the morning of this meeting (an event I had been planning 

for months). Had the participants grown impatient, or had my friend John not been 

reachable at the university, this meeting would never have happened. Luckily though, this 

was not the case. I was only 15 minutes late for the meeting and my tardiness, which 

came with an honest apology, was greeted light-heartedly. How could I have been late on 

the first day of this important project? There is no explanation to this question, except 

that it could happen to any of us. This time it happened to me, and the group had its first 

funny story to bond over. In Chapter 6, this collective attitude of playfulness will be 

fiorther discussed for its role in setting the tone for collaborative learning.

The group action workshops

After forming the mural group, the participants took part in five workshops which 

allowed them to grow as a collective entity and introduced them to ways of incorporating 

art into their emergent group knowledge and action, marino (1996) wrote:

one of the things I like about using graphics or drawn materials for teaching is 
that they can be easily produced, immediately shared, and readily interpreted; 
they also tap an imagery pool that is rich in contradictions and possibilities. They 
are focalizing tools for reflecting and acting against the one-dimensional and 
individualizing communication patterns that predominate in our educational 
settings and practices, (p.62)

When I was planning the workshops, I used this notion of art-based exercises as a 

focalizing tool, incorporating it into the learning experiences as a way of facilitating 

collaboration and exposing and examining cultural assumptions. It is from this 

framework that art-based exercises became an integral part of the group’s collective 

knowledge and action. Also, throughout the workshops, I asked participants to reflect on
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the process and products at various stages of the project, often art-making activities 

facilitated these debriefing sessions.

Workshop 1. This workshop focused on developing participants’ individual and 

collective conceptions of environmental education through two arts-based activities. The 

first. Environmental education snap shots, had participants sharing their past experiences 

with environment-related education through art (by choosing an artwork which evoked an 

influential environmental moment from their past and sharing its significance with the 

group). This activity created an opportunity for participants to get to know each other 

through differing and/or common experiences. The second. Education community self- 

portrait, adapted from marino (1997), drew on description, and used drawing and critical 

dialogue to create a self-portrait of the mural group in response to marino’s suggestion 

that, “we need[ed] to describe ‘how we look[ed]’ in order to identify critical issues or 

problems” (p. 82). Specifically, the group created a self-portrait on a classroom window. 

Their artwork revealed many important ideas, notably that their collective understanding 

of education was that learning and teaching is not exclusively a human experience. 

Instead, it included a variety of species (i.e., plants, and animals, etc.) as illustrated in 

Figure 12.

Figure 12. Education community self-portrait.
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Other ideas about education that were presented in the community self-portrait included, 

but were not limited to, knowledge that comes from multiple sources; relationships 

between social, environmental, and political forces in education; and education as an 

embodied experience. Making participants’ assumptions known initiated dialogue about 

the project’s aims. This assisted the group in their formation of common goals for action. 

It was agreed that the final product should reflect such beliefs, including education as a 

human and more-than-human activity. As Lorraine shared:

ed u ca tio n  th a t  fo c u se s  only on hum ans is limiting fo r  us and th e  natural world b e c a u se  th e  

b o u n d arie s  o f  life a re  n o t a s  vivid when rem oved from ecological system s, jt is im portan t th a t 

s tu d e n ts  have co n cep tio n  o f  how all th e  g ran d  system s fit to g e th e r  where, they  fit within tha t.

In Workshop 1 ,1 found my role as the facilitator quite challenging. Navigating 

my way into the relationship with the participants and not wanting to dominate was met 

with the tension caused by the group’s desire for structure and direction. I knew that it 

would take time for the participants to develop trust in the mural process, as its structure 

was deliberately not linear; however, in the meantime, I realized the importance of 

making the workshops fun. This way, the group could have a chance to become more 

comfortable with each other. First, they could learn to trust one another, and by 

experiencing the rewards of such trust, they may be more willing to trust a process that is 

filled with uncertainties. In other words, this would give them an opportunity to ease into 

a new way of learning. As a result, I decided to spice things up for the next meeting.

Workshop 2. This workshop was a theme party—involving costumes and props, 

but also aimed at developing possible mural themes—that took place at my house over 

dinner. In an email sent to the participants, giving them directions to the party, the subject
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read: “mural diner party!” After it was sent, I realized my mistake (quick typing led to a 

misspelling of dinner). In the spirit of dian marino, whose playfixlness attracted smiles 

from those she met with her outrageous attire and dynamic accessories, I decided to play 

on my mistake by serving milkshakes and hamburgers, dressed in 1950s diner apparel. 

My close friend Suzanne was visiting that week, and she agreed to help out with the 

cooking and greeting. As old camp buddies, we appreciated opportunities for role-playing 

in a theme setting. Together, we dressed in matching costumes: our hair in side ponytails 

and wearing dangly earrings, short skirts, and leggings (see Figure 13).

Figure 13. Being playful in Workshop 2.

This ftm and silly spirit welcomed participants as they arrived at the party, and 

carried forward into the activities of the workshop. The first activity. You don’t make 

friends with salad, took place over dinner and had participants sharing personal stories 

about themselves, further enabling group cohesion. The second activity. Mission: 

Brainstorm, had participants individually and collectively generating possible mural 

themes. Many ideas for themes were proposed, but no decisions were made; the

See marino, 1997, p. 10.
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consensus held that more time was needed to make space for everyone’s voice to be 

heard. Rambling Wren summarized the collective mood on how to move forward on 

theme development when she shared:

CrecvCUx^ kp cu :^fo r e\'e4yOŸiey Gidpori:aw\t^, ItJce/ 
e^/eryoyiey}xci4rlipcic^tcrt<dlh, ifÛ ie y  w cvrytto -tcdhov ' ^hare', c c u i ^ l  
knmu tH ot tHere/ are/ home/ e^roA/erted/ people/, I  w o n /t hay aroy 
ioame^[clearing her voice, suggestive of herself], w h o-ta lk /a /lo t, I  w ow ’t  
hay a r\y  viOAneh', umm/...So-, I jo d l th tn k / th a t  (t'y I v y ip o v ta r tth a t  
e^eryOYie/fkelycomfbrtahle/hharing', o r  hayiw^pohy, hO-that we/ 
m a y  have/a/hyhtem  govvx^ arou nd/the/circle /, an d /you /caru h ay  
pohy, o r  you /carv  hay o k a y  I  w artto -h h are/, cauhe/I h n o w th a tC f  
w e/jvu thaos/e/free/'form thathom etim eyitw orkyreaX L y weU/, h u t  
hom etim ey ( t  e^icludeyothery.

This comment and others made by the group encouraged me to consider the 

notion of structure. I tend to think of friendly relationships (of which I hoped would 

transpire throughout the mural process) as grounded in informal interaction. Thus, I did 

not predict that structure would emerge as an important attribute of community 

development. In this workshop, I realized that my fear of imposing rigid structure on the 

participants had blinded me of the potential benefits to creating structure in learning 

experiences. As Rambling Wren noted, sometimes ffee-form discussion can be 

excluding, especially when dominant voices exist within the group. This grew as a source 

of tension for both dominant and non-dominant voices in the group. In Rambling Wren’s 

example, creating structure was important for facilitating shared voice and group 

cohesion. In the group’s view, this structure was necessary to ensure outcomes be 

authentically collaborative. It took this experience for me to appreciate the importance of, 

and place for, structure within a creative process.
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Workshop 3. This workshop again focused on developing group decision-making 

considerations (see Appendix F) and mural themes. Group discussion was audio-recorded 

and the transcription revealed that laughter was the most dominant theme. In terms of 

group dynamics, laughter exposed the playfulness of the emerging relationships between 

participants; but also, revealed a mode of expressing participants’ attentiveness and 

interest (Fawcett, 2005). In other words, laughter was a joyful response made possible 

because of participants’ active engagement in group dialogue.

This meeting was filled with enthusiasm. Themes were creative and imaginative 

and ideas extended outside the box. For instance, some participants wanted to challenge 

the mural as a fixed form existing inside a rectangular shape and suggested extending the 

painting beyond its boundaries. The participants worked in groups to brainstorm and 

Rambling Wren and Henry had this to share from their group’s discussion:

Rambling Wren: We/ w e r e /id x lh h û ^ Û w ittlie / axtUcU/ m u r a l  c o u ld / heep
g o xA X ^o u liid e 'O fth e /m M ra l. So-lC he/H enry w a /y y a y in ^ , 
[w e/cou ld /] haA/e/the/ m u r a lh e re /, r ig h t?  [Referring to her 
drawing] A n d / [we/’d/] h a x /e /th e /ra ln d ro p y  a l l  a r o u n d /i t ,  
Id ce /co m C n g 'fro rn /O u th id e /th e /m u ra la rid /[w e /d /]  Kove^ 
a /l l t t le /h tr d /g o tn g 'in to 'th e /m u r a l. A n d /w e /c o u H  
hwde/... a n  a r t  w a lk in g 'a c ro h y o /lo c k e r ... i t  wouXd/he/CO  
n e a t  id e o /to - e x te n d /i t  h e y o v u lth e /m u r a lh O ~ th a t [ th e  
m u r a l]  i y n o t ju d t  a /y p u c e p e o p le  c o m e  a n d / lo o k /a t  
h u t  [reA/ealy] t h e  id e o /o fc o n U n u ity .

H enry: S t  vdxAi/UL Ate [jioUit] i t ,  vie. [jioUvt] i t  in ,  tÂ e .

y x t  can, &cWe a t  o n e «nô tie , a  ü t t f i  a n t, o n â  t ie n  a

ea in à ic^ , o n à  tie n , p eo p fe  becom e aviaee i t  oA tKey. v lo d l <mà tie n , tleAA  

Atiff le , iatA  eain^AoyA in. o a  y o n  y e t  c fo ee t to  t i e  m n/ud.
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Further, Henry and Ramona suggested that the mural did not even need to be rectangular, 

it could take a “blob-like” shape. These ideas were not without aesthetic challenges; 

however, they revealed the group’s excitement and willingness to consider ideas outside 

the box. marino (1997) reminds us that in brainstorming it is important to include the 

crazy ideas because they are usually the ones that create opportunities for transcending 

the status quo. In this meeting, the group grew closer to a decision on the mural theme 

and image; however, the consensus was that it would take one more session. At this 

stage, the group was beginning to understand the extensive time required to formulate a 

collective image.

I began to see the emergence of expressive outcomes, such as, but not limited to, 

excitement and solidarity, which fuelled the group’s participatory consciousness 

(Fawcett, 2005) in this project, but also prevented them from quick decision-making. 

Fixed timelines were a limiting factor; excitement and solidarity (as an example) did not 

neatly fit into the weekly one-hour workshops. Since the participants were pleased with 

the expressive outcomes, it allowed them to put trust in the creative process and gave 

them confidence in believing that something good would result from such a process. 

Rambling Wren wrote in the final debrief:

Thiy grou p  wciy in c r e d tb le  fo r  fly in g 'h y  th e  h ea t o f  o u r  p a r t y  
S ta r ttn g 'th e p c U r tin g 'W ith o u th n o w in g 'th e e g a o te rd 'd e h ig n /  
wccyfur/, a rd /c d X o w e d u y to -h r e a th e life ir tO 'th e  c r e a tio n /o f  th e  
yyvural. A l^ ita lU yw ed th e leh h 'd x x m tn a rtvo iceh 'yp a cey to -d x a re , 
a rx lth e th C h k e ry  vvuyretim eto-th irk /.

As her writing highlights, the group did not rush decision-making which made room for 

collaboration; as such, the group was able to avoid settling for a decision that did not
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honour their emerging collective identity simply because the hour was up. Embracing 

uncertainty was thus a common goal amongst participants, as Henry summarized:

efné.r<iCMvg, a-*i occciàÀonaî c<hkiæ '̂cû JLiaXion,
frvoiÆ oîXiAi, i t  ■vêviâ. tK e  ( o t  <i£i a£  t&«. <i/ic<it iâeo û . tf i^ i t  cm rte  iaztÂ . <3-n3 t& e

0MÆ efné.r<iCMvg, tfie. unce.'iXaXtit̂  +ft<xa. a-*i occciàÀonaî c<hkiæ

frvoiÆ it ■vêviâ. tKe t&«. g^eo-t iâeoû. t^uxt cmrte ^tt&  <in3 t&e

cptŵ fitij. c t e a t e 3  t&̂  nuiù,t tu iX ià ^ ^ n ^  ^e«£uvg. «..Ce^ytlvio^ îno-£fy.

ccun-e tooÆ'tfi.Æ.'t in. <t &>Cefn, w.mæ<x£.
worKsnop f. inis worKsnop proaucea me laeas ma: mspirea a rougn murai 

sketch. It took shape as a moonlit landscape with a tree as its focal point (see Figure 14). I 

drew the sketch based on the ideas and considerations formulated by the group. For 

example, the group decided that all the lines on the branches should be rounded to create 

a tree that was inviting and open, to give the impression that it was opening its arms to 

the audience, but also to embody an important part of the collective process— its non

linear nature.

Figure 14. An outline sketch of what was to become the Caring Tree.

The participants wanted to make space for emergent ideas that would reveal 

themselves through the painting process; therefore, the sketch’s purpose was only to
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provide a skeleton for the mural. It would be printed onto a transparency (so that it could 

be projected onto the wall); however, there were elements of the artwork that were not 

represented on the sketch because they were yet to be developed and/or imagined by the 

group. Two examples that emerged and that participants were keen to include were: 

painting quotations on the branches that expressed their educational beliefs and 

aspirations, and painting local birds on the mural to include bioregional learning into the 

artwork. However, the consensus of the group was that more time was needed to 

conceptualize how these ideas would take shape.

Workshop 5. This workshop aimed at reflecting on the outcomes and experiences 

of the group members at the middle stage of the project. Play-dough teachings was an 

activity I facilitated with the participants to generate emergent themes related to the 

group’s negotiation of knowledge. Each participant created a play-dough sculpture to 

represent the themes important to her/him. As a sample, Postcards 3 and 4 reveal Kaylana 

and Lorraine’s discussion about the role of sharing voice.

I  put a little ball in hands as the voice, and
passing the voice fr o g ™ m B ™ |||t id to n c x t ...it 's  so 
important for of quiet too,
so voice is pc

Postcard 3. Kaylana s experience sharing voice.
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I hs'i to  me rrprespnt^ th r fact th 
V.C wete a.w.%s kuildm^ou

r r jr ik a i

X f
■{v6fcésj..;tkè' coMstÀ/ctlofL^f

Postcard 4. Lorraine’s experience co-constructing knowledge.

For Kaylana and Lorraine, sharing voice and co-constructing knowledge was 

relational and involved an interaction of reciprocity. This theme is more thoroughly 

discussed in Chapter 6, but briefly here, the nature of these relationships suggest that for 

Kaylana and Lorraine, knowledge created in the community mural project was mutually 

learned.

The painting process

The mural took two weekends to paint. During the first weekend, the aesthetics of 

the classroom in which the mural was painted were dramatically transformed from a 

white wall into a colourful landscape (see Figure 15). Also during this time, the mural 

was given its name, the Caring Tree. This name was chosen to represent the collective 

aim of the group to inspire a caring ethic within the Faculty of Education that extended to 

the human and more-than-human world.
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Figure 15. The early stages of painting: A dramatic transformation.

During the second weekend, the group painted the finer details of the mural. This 

included blending and shading, as well as developing and painting the emergent ideas.

On the whole, participants experienced a steep learning curve. Therefore, my role as a 

leader was able to shift from providing much of the direction/instruction in painting and 

delegation to participating alongside the participants, to taking directions/instructions 

from the participants. Collaboration amongst the participants was at its peak and 

expressed through the blended brushstrokes of the six artists during the painting of the 

night sky (see Figure 16).

Figure 16. Artists’ collaboration at work: Painting the night sky.
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The finishing touches of the mural helped to solidify the nature of the 

participants’ collaboration. Each participant represented her/his individual contribution to 

the collective work by painting a local bird of her/his choice (illustrated in Chapter 4 in 

Figures 4-10), as well as adding a quotation to the mural that reflected her/his conception 

of caring relationships in education (see Appendix G for selected quotations). In addition, 

the group chose a couple quotations collectively to represent parts of their conception of 

caring that were not yet revealed.

The celebration

An open house was organized to celebrate the mural group’s work with 

community members and create an opportunity for dialogue about the process. To 

communicate to future audiences, a message was written on the wall beside the mural. It 

was co-created by the group and read by Millie at the open house, to those who attended 

the celebration (see Figure 17).

Welcome TWends,

Our mural, entitled the Caring v s e .  is the product o f  the collective creativities o f  education 
students who care. We want it to  stand as an invitation for participation in, and creation of, 
community. We hope that it win continue to  inspire future community members to  find ways to  
contribute to  this educational space. The CaringTreerepresews natural connections, 
transgression, and community, but there were also many different themes, both personal and 
universal, that arose for each o f us throughout the process, feel free to gaze upon this work 
and interpret it for yourself.

The quotations on the branches extend our conception o f  caring to include activism, 
solidarity, more-than-human relations and creativity, gome group members also highlight the 
importance o f  “leaving a place better than when you found it.“ The painting o f the colourful 
and meaningful mural was intended to  enhance the educational environment. It is important 
that the “footprints” we leave behind should contribute to the future. Like a living tree, our 
Caring Tree spines in the sunshine so we invite you to push back the curtains and let the 
natural light in.

Cordially, L o rra in e  p tz m o rr is , RÆ/M.01A.C! LCtVgriA,, , MîlliG GraCe, Koylona Dee,

Figure 17. The Caring Tree plaque: An address to future audiences.
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Afterwards, the audience watched as each artist ceremoniously added her/his 

autograph to the plaque, and the ceremony concluded with a ribbon cutting, representing 

the mural’s unveiling (see Figure 18).

Figure 18. Artists celebrating with community.

Research debrief

The open house brought closure to the mural process, but in order to do the same 

for the research process, one final debrief session was held after the open house. Its 

purposes were to create an opportunity for participants to share with each other their final 

reflections on their experience as part of the group, and respond to the research questions 

through one more writing strategy. The snowball activity. This activity used individual 

(short) pieces of writing to facilitate the creation of a collective (longer) piece. One 

excerpt was extracted from each participant’s contribution in Workshop 5. These excerpts 

represented an emergent theme from group process. The snowball activity further 

developed the themes. Each excerpt was placed in its own envelope and given to its 

author. Participants sat in a circle and passed their envelopes to the person on their right.
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The receiver read the excerpt and responded to it based on how it related to her/his ideas 

and/or experiences. Once completed, the excerpt was once again passed and the next 

person read both the excerpt and first comment; based on this, she/he formulated a 

second response. This carried on until all participants had a chance to respond; thus, each 

excerpt was followed by six responses. When the participants received their own 

envelope back, read the others’ comments, and completed their own summarizing 

comment, they shared their final thoughts with each other, thus concluding the debrief. 

The findings from this activity were successfiil in attending to the research questions and 

they play a major role in the analysis in Chapter 6. The participants’ responses were also 

helpful in guiding how I would authentically represent multiple voices in the thesis text. 

Specifically, I used the participants’ penmanship as a style guide for choosing a font that 

resembled their writing. Some fonts are more resonant than others, since a second 

consideration for font selection was its readability.

Once the mural project was completed, I spent the next several weeks working 

with knowledge that was collected throughout the creative and collaborative process. 

What follows is my further discussion and findings from that work.
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CHAPTER 6: WHAT WAS LEARNED 
FROM BRANCHING OUT

When I began this research, I imagined the mural would unfold as a medium for 

dialogue and expression about how environmental education is complex, embodied, and 

political. Although, these qualities exist as part of the project’s outcomes (i.e. as products 

revealed through collaboration in an arts-based environmental project), they were not 

dominant. I learned that my research questions brought out more about pedagogy and the 

process of learning, than about learning that was uniquely environmental. Having said 

this, the usefulness of this work to environmental education is no less relevant.

This chapter explores the shift in research focus that resulted from the 

collaborative process. Also, it looks at how knowledge from the community mural project 

can benefit educators interested in working with aims similar to those of arts-based 

environmental education. It does so by revisiting the research questions and bringing 

their significance to light. Two sections are used to organize this chapter and each one is 

devoted to a research question.

The first section. From individuals to a collective looks at the research question: 

What is the nature of relationships amongst participants throughout this process? This 

section focuses on the interpersonal context of the community mural project. It explores 

the nature of the group’s participation, which was a relational experience, grounded in 

social values, and reveals how participation in collaborative inquiry is important for 

addressing the complexity of decision-making in environmental education.
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The second section. From process to painting looks at the research question: How 

is environmental education knowledge created and negotiated through a community 

mural process? This section examines the knowledge from the process (i.e., how 

knowledge was eo-constructed), as well as the product of the community mural project 

(i.e., knowledge from the Caring Tree mural). This exploration reveals the relationship 

one has with the other, thus emphasizing the importance of attending to process in 

planning for and evaluating learning experiences. Furthermore, this section focuses on 

how this knowledge offers an alternative to the dominant discourse in teacher education. 

Specifically, the dominance of linear views of knowledge, anthropocentrism, and 

neoliberalism in education are challenged and transcended through an exploration of 

socially-constructed, ethics-based knowledge.

From Individual to Collective

Russell et al. (2000) suggest a fluid  approaeh is necessary for creating new 

knowledge and making informed decisions in environmental education:

Many currents stir and animate the waters of Canadian environmental education. 
We travellers must pick and choose among them, depending on the vantage points 
we seek, the paee we deem desirable, and the destinations we have in mind. The 
routes we wish to follow are seldom direct. They twist and turn while currents far 
more powerful than our canoes carry us along. Choices must be made, and we are 
grateful when the occasional eddy provides respite from the momentum forward. 
There is no single correct way of proceeding, and what we propose now is to 
pause for a moment to contemplate some of the directions that lie ahead. (p.203)

Since there is no single correct way of proceeding, making informed choices about how 

to proceed involves coming together, as Russell et al. (2000) suggest, to “pause for a
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moment to contemplate some of the directions,” and to create praxis that can meet the 

eurrent challenges facing environmental educators.

Russell et al. (2000) also suggest that groups who work together on common 

goals and issues (as is true of the participants in the community mural project), are 

playing an important role in enabling environmental action:

Some of the most exciting environmental action in the schools is not a planned 
result of instruction but comes from environmental clubs, recycling groups, 
students action committees... leading whole communities—and often teachers- 
into new forms of environmentally responsible behaviour, (pp.202-203)

In the community mural project, engaging in environmental action involved creating a 

context for co-constructing knowledge. Thus, consensus on issues such as decision

making, structure of dialogue, and working with conflict came before the development of 

mural ideas. In this regard, the group created the following considerations: wear each 

other’s shoes, share voice/take turns—everyone has the right to pass, include voting and 

consensus, and rub palms together to express agreement (see Appendix F). These 

considerations came first, before the development of mural ideas. In the early stages of 

the mural process, these group decision-making considerations were more formal; they 

were recorded and put on the table during group dialogue as a reminder of the group’s 

eommon goals. Later in the process, these considerations became more informal, as a part 

of the group’s etiquette and consciousness. In other words, they were not talked about, 

but rather practieed. In Workshop 5, participants were asked to describe their experiences 

of contributing to a socially-constructed process. Participants’ responses were collected 

and excerpts from each participant were organized together to create a collective dialogue
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(see Postcard 5). The responses reveal how the group eonsiderations were practiced in the 

mural workshops.

"passing the voice from one person to the next...S>uxrLn^ 
r e j e c t ,  voice'£r sipace'..XO Sit jOK6 4̂  Carry On...and n e g o t ia te

w h o se  vo ices a re  h e a rd  within th e  g ro u p , to  keoA, o/nà Ao/kn,.. .to

soy tht.iA.0s t f  [yoixl wavvtêdto...and be listened to & heard."

- Kaylana, KombitngpVUrein/ Millie, Lorraine, TRumovax, Kaylana

Postcard 5. Group considerations in practice.

The participants’ voices respond to the research question which asked: What is 

the nature of relationships amongst participants throughout the community mural 

process? Relationships were developed based on soeial values. Lorraine shared that 

participating in the project involved, “negotiat[ing] whose voices [were] heard within the 

group.” Sometimes, this meant that participants chose to contribute, while other times 

they gave space for others to share. Kaylana added that it was important that participants 

“be listened to and heard.” In other words, listening was a form of active participation in 

the group. When others spoke, listening revealed participants’ interest and respect. Thus, 

relationships were seen as a mutual experience, which for Rambling Wren involved, 

“sharing respect, voice, and space.”

Further, the relationships were defined through friendly interactions. For example, 

Millie’s description of co-constructing knowledge involved, “sitting, joking, and carrying
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on together.” The following dialogue between Lorraine, Ramona, and Rambling Wren 

explores the significance of the group’s friendly interactions:

Lorraine: D u m o u r  s tre n g th e n e d  re la tio n sh ip s , a n d  w hat really s tru c k  me a b o u t  th is

p ro c e s s  w as how much | e n jo y ed  d o in g  a r t  with o th e r  p eo p le ...| h a d  never 

p a r tic ip a te d  in a  co llab o ra tiv e  a r t  p ro je c t b e fo re , b u t  | w as p le a sa n tly  

su rp r ise d  by how  hum our p lay ed  in to  th e  ex p e rien ce  in many 

w ays...develop ing  id eas , making w ork fun, k eep in g  us en g ag ed ...

Ramona: i agrgg. FrleiA.dshLp was strgi/tgtkeiA.gc( by humour, it Lessê vgd stress
aiA,d nLLowed people to become Loose with their ideas atA.d allowed the 
process to be collaborative, w e laughed at ourselves awd others, awd 
this coiAtruuwlcated corwfort, care, awd respect.

Rambling Wren: A nd/, w h e w  y o u / la u g h /  r e a lly  'h a rd /yo u / a re / dUo- cUne/ t o  
t e a r y a n d / io r r o w ,  am C glng 'o fem oC ixyviy , a n /O p e w in g /o f  
youryeXf. You/ n e ed / a /ha& elC ne/tru it w C thiw  a  g r o u p  t o  
h e /a h le / to  acutely t h e ^  evyuytCon4r. I  t h t n h  w h e w  y o u  are / 
a h le / t o ta p  iw to th e ie s ip a c e y w L th lw p e o p le / th e w th e /  
p a & d o w a ie yy c U a ted /W ith /th o ie 'em o ttû w yh o p e fu ü y  yeep 
C w to th e p r c fe c t  C tie X fa n d /th e w h o p e fu U y  th o ie /  
in ten tL o n ^rvn a y  g e tp a y ie d /o w iw o n e / fo r m /o r  a n o th e r .
I  feel/th lypaydow w hew l look/cvtour CarCng'Tree/.

Humour was an expression of mutual appreciation for the participants. As Lorraine and 

Ramona suggested, it helped to develop firiendly relationships and made that process fun. 

But also, it allowed the participants an opportunity to deepen their interpersonal 

connections. Ramona spoke about how humour allowed her to experience and express, 

“comfort, care, and respect.” Rambling Wren added that she was able to access embodied 

emotions, which enabled closer relationships and more meaningful knowledge than she 

had experienced in the regular teacher education program.
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Relationships in the community mural project were grounded in social values and 

friendship; these qualities created the interpersonal context for learning in the community 

mural project. Also, they provided a common ground for participants to work from in 

their journey of group decision-making. In Figure 19, Henry’s artwork represents the 

nature of integrating differences in the community mural project;

T O e a f t  fioS  iUnUfaz iâ&aà., uiXe/i€Atà; y o o lk  (aa. fifc^-mifvà&à j ie o p fe )  f ia t  f&ey,

a f f  â i^ e'te iv t too (o a  anii^ae, in â i'iiâ a a fti} . in a  Way,, tUcy a a 3

came tayct&et yaitg, nicafy. . . f i a t  a t  timcA, i t  WaA afaa fi&a,. . .  a  W&itf jia a f  oat 

a t  aÆa. § o  i t  Waa, a  fittfe .loayK, oometimea, aa3  yoa 3i3n t  &noW eacactfy wXat 

Waa. yoiny to Lyyaan. Sfiia , ia W&aae Lam oat jifaycô a  tafa &y aaifiny in to  tfw , 

jitctaaa (aCat t&a aoayA aaaa), aapnaaantaâ aa a  frttfa, LiiyLt otanya, &oat. . .to  &a^ 

intaytata âi^pe^ant t&amaa anâ i3aaa. 0 a i  f[ian2a&yi wa3a it jaoaai&fa, laay&iny toyat&aa 

&toayRt common anâaiatan3iny!

Figure 19. Rough seas o f collaboration by Henry.
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For Henry, working collaboratively was challenging at times because creating 

knowledge was a social practice, thus understanding grew out of the participants’ 

interactions. As Henry mentioned, there were commonalities, but also differences to work 

with. For example, choosing a mural theme was a complex task. Participants were given 

an opportunity to come up with ideas of which to share with the group. At first, 

participants held strong to their own ideas, since these reflected their individual purpose 

for participating. During this stage, coming to a consensus was not possible. However, as 

discussions evolved over the course of several workshops, participants were able to find 

common ground by exploring ways of incorporating multiple ideas into a new 

collaborative vision. To do this, participants had to let go of their own vision 

(temporarily) and let it evolve into the group vision.

In environmental education, the challenge of working with divergent voices is 

ever-present, no matter the issue. If finding common ground is the goal (as opposed to 

compromise), as it was in the community mural project, then much can be learned by 

Henry’s statement that, “friendship made it possible,” and, “laughing together brought 

common understanding!”

The next section explores how the context established in the community mural 

project contributed to the process of creating new knowledge and resisted the dominant 

culture in schools that “can constrain students and teachers who want to work on eco- 

political work” (Russell et. al, 2000, p.203). Conventional methods of knowledge, which 

view learning as a linear process, are common in the dominant culture. In contrast, 

working with a different notion of knowledge creation is revealed as an enabling factor in 

creating alternative knowledge that challenged the status quo in the Faculty of Education.
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From Process to Painting

Prior to sharing the knowledge created by the community mural group, it is 

helpful to introduce the significance of the mural’s process within the context of 

environmental education. To do so, I contrast conventional methods of disseminating 

knowledge with learning from the community mural process. As Eisner (2002a) notes, 

conventional methods view learning as a linear progression:

[Outcomes] are supposed to be well defined, firmly held, and used to formulate 
means, which are theoretically related to the achievement of those [outcomes]. 
Once means have been employed, evaluation is to follow. If means are found 
wanting, new means are conceptualized and implemented, and their effects 
evaluated. Again, if means are ineffective, even newer means are implemented. 
[Outcomes] are held constant in the [linear process]. Means follow goals. It’s all 
quite neat, (p.78)

In my teacher education, this view was dominant. Pre-determined outcomes were the 

focal point of teacher preparation and the purpose of learning strategies involved working 

towards their achievement. Eisner helps to expose my motivations for exploring an 

alternative path by revealing two important flaws in the linear process.

First, Eisner (2002a) suggests that the linear view emerged fi-om a desire to 

alleviate “anxiety about quality of our schools,” thus it is grounded in efficiency—a way 

to “help us achieve, without surprises or eventfulness, the aims we seek” (p.xiii). 

Unfortunately, imagination and elements of surprise are underscored when learning 

outcomes are known before they are achieved. There is limited room for imagining 

possible outcomes and/or being surprised by what emerges through such a process. Thus, 

exclusively committing to efficiency can compromise qualities that can bring wonder and 

excitement to learning, and as much literature in environmental education points out,
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wonder and excitement are vital factors to developing caring relationships with the world 

(Bell, 1997; Carson, 1956; Eisner, 2002a; Fawcett, 2005).

Further, Eisner (2002a) says, “the problem is that [the linear process is] too neat. 

Life does not proceed that way, and for good reason” (p. 78). Assuming that learning fits 

neatly into a linear process ignores complexities that exist in real life (i.e., learning that 

emerges unexpectedly and brings meaning to an experience, or learning that is 

experienced in close relationships that cannot be valued based on measurement). As 

Eisner writes, “the implementation of means might lead to unanticipated effects that may 

be more interesting, promising, or problematic than the ones originally sought” (p.78). 

These types of learning, familiar to everyday living (occurring in our ongoing 

interactions with the human and more-than-human world), are misplaced in the linear 

view because their value is not best understood through measurement. Trying to fit such 

learning into a linear view, is not only difficult (since often, intended outcomes do not 

exist), but also may be counter-productive. For instance, one intended outcome in the 

community mural project was to create a mural. So, in the linear view, the project’s value 

could be evaluated based on how well it was painted (its aesthetic qualities), but this 

ignores how the mural was created (the subject of one of my research questions and a 

vital part of this argument). Thus, what is central to the learning can also be silenced by 

focusing strictly on intended outcomes.

As a student and educator, I have come to know that many students (in school- 

based settings and in teacher education) become uninterested in learning when their only 

motivation is getting good grades. If learning is more than a means to evaluation; if  its 

process is essential to making experiences meaningful, then school curriculum needs to
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better reflect that. Much of the learning in the community mural project illustrates this 

complexity and works to reveal ways its process transcends the “quite neat” view of 

learning by adopting a messier understanding. In doing so, learning is understood and 

valued through process and product.

Messy is wonderful

Rambling Wren and Lorraine’s dialogue reveal that the process is what made the 

experience “vibrant” and “magical”:

Rambling Wren: A ^ th e ^  wiurcd/ w o i 'b e in g ' crea ted /yy-to o -w ere / Ldeoi' 
a y n ce rv x tn g /th e /m u ra l'. W e /s ta r te d  w i th /o /h o ie /c o a t  
th en /a d d ed /d e ta X U r, th u m g h ty , m e^iogey , a n d /v ib r a n c y .  
hJo tlC n ea r  i n /a n y  w a y  w h ic h a ly y  m o d e / i td l f f v c a l t to -  
iee /th e /en d /j h i d  o p e n e d /a v e n u e y  fo r  co ü a b tyra tto n /.

Lorraine: i t ’s  b e e n  really w onderfu l to  fee l stim ula ted  by  ev e ry o n e  e ls e ’s w ays

o f  knowing. j<knowledge c re a tio n  is a m ystery! / \ n d  it w as a very magical 

p ro c e s s  to  b e  p a r t  of.

Learning is described by Rambling Wren and Lorraine as collaborative, stimulating, and 

mysterious. It is evident that they were pleased with how the group worked together and 

what came out of their collaborative experience. Lorraine said, “it’s been really 

wonderful to feel stimulated by everyone else’s ways of knowing. Knowledge creation is 

a mystery!” Thus, the learning process could not be easily predicted and there was much 

uncertainty which. Rambling Wren added, “made it difficult to see the end.” Yet, by 

embracing learning as messy and unpredictable. Rambling Wren noticed opportunities 

for collaboration, and for Lorraine, this is what made the experience “wonderful.” 

Rambling Wren said, “We started with a base coat then added details, thoughts.
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messages, and vibrancy.” Thus, the emergent knowledge became more meaningful as 

more time was spent developing it. As Eisner (2002a) suggests, “sustained work 

promotes attention to the work in depth, taking the work seriously” (p.96), and in time, it 

can come alive (or, become vibrant).

Collaboration in the community mural project exposed Rambling Wren and 

Lorraine to a process of knowledge creation filled with surprise and uncertainty. 

“Mystery” and “vibrancy” were not intended outcomes; in fact, they emerged from a 

certain set of conditions that resisted the limits of a linear process. In this context, 

success was revealed not through evaluation of the product, but rather through the 

participants’ appreciation of the emergent outcomes from the process. Lorraine noted, “it 

was a very magical process to be a part of.”

In the spirit of Abram (1996), who reminds me that language is value-laden, I 

chose to use the term more-than-linear to represent the process of learning experienced in 

the community mural project. By implying that this process is more than linear, fluid and 

complex notions of learning are appreciated and valued. The subsequent sections explore 

this process and the knowledge created, and highlight how the knowledge works as 

stories of resistance in teacher education by examining dominant beliefs and creating 

space for different stories to be told (marino, 1997).

A more-than-linear process

Going about learning in a more-than-linear way created a context for learning that 

made certain outcomes possible; it was a defining feature of all learning in the 

community mural project. In this thesis, I have spoken about this process in terms of an
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enabling space (Weston, 1993) or fields of play (Finley, 2005), where knowledge can be 

socially constructed in imaginative ways. Since the term more-than-linear was given after 

the project’s completion, it was not part of the mural group vocabulary; therefore, to 

honour the participants’ contributions, not linear and non-linear are used in spoken text, 

while more-than-linear is used in my discussion of this process.

Lorraine’s discussion of the more-than-linear process reveals its social- 

constructivist nature:

W e  w ere  alw ays build ing on  ea c h  o th e r 's  ideas...if | w as lacking id e a s  th e n  a s  s o o n  a s  

so m eo n e  e lse  sa id  som eth ing , | th o u g h t, “oh  y e a h ,” an d  th e n  th a t  s e n t  me o n  a tra in  o f  

th o u g h t  [one] w ay...and th a t ’s s o r t  o f  how we cam e up  with a lo t o f  creativ ity ...by  

s ta r tin g  to  g o  in o n e  d irec tio n  a n d  building u p o n  th a t  an d  th e n  se n d in g  o u t  little 

s h o o ts  in o th e r  d irec tio n s  a n d  a d d in g  d iffe re n t [voices]...thc c o n s tru c tio n  o f  id e a s  an d  

know ledge w as o n g o in g  it d id n ’t j u s t  follow a lin ear p a th . / \ n d ,  why d o  | th ink  th is  is? 

£ ) e c a u s e  we a re  all d iffe ren t, we all b ring  d if fe re n t c rea tive  p o te n tia l to  th e  g ro u p  a n d  

so , w hen we all poo l o u r  creativ ity , it s e n d s  u s  o f f  in new a n d  in te re s tin g  d irec tio n s .

Thus, the construction of ideas was an active social process that depended on the 

contributions of the participants. “Building on each other’s ideas,” as Lorraine described, 

involved sharing voice and sometimes someone else would have to speak before 

Lorraine’s ideas began to flow. This was a common experience for participants. Kaylana 

added:

The journey fe lt  like a spiral, where moving forward could fee l like moving 
backwards but really it was moving up and around and forwards again. Moving 
up because how could you not with all th e ideas we were building on?

The process was always in motion, but not without purpose. Kaylana felt that the journey 

of making collaborative decisions or, going forward, required flexibility in movement.
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“like moving backwards.. .up and around and forwards again.” Travelling in this way 

made it possible to consider multiple possibilities and represent each participant’s voice.

Throughout the process, creating collaborative knowledge resisted fixed 

timelines. This created on-going stress for the group, but also an opportunity for learning. 

As Rambling Wren said, “Time was a stress factor in this project and although it was sad 

to lose a couple of people from the initial group, it facilitated more voice.” Rambling 

Wren highlighted that the one-hour sessions demanded a small group. The project started 

out with nine participants, however, two participants had to withdraw due to scheduling 

conflicts. From the beginning, it was evident that many participants shared common 

experiences and aims; however, this was not true of everyone. Making space and time for 

equal contribution took time and energy. Therefore, the transition from nine to seven 

participants made a significant difference in both the sharing of voice and group 

dynamics.

In spite of this, I would also argue that some of the stress the participants 

experienced was grounded in the group’s unfamiliarity with working collaboratively in a 

constructivist process, since it is not a common practice in school-based learning, or in 

teacher education. Importantly, when the group became more comfortable with co- 

constructing knowledge through a more-than-linear process, they were less concerned 

about creating certainty at the end of each meeting because their trust in the process grew 

stronger. Henry said, “differences [were] what stimulated creativity and help[ed] us to 

think un-linearly!” and Millie shared, “going forward without things being totally 

together.. .can lead to really good things as long as we believe our path is worthwhile and 

that we stick together on it.” Further, Lorraine shared:
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(U n certa in ty  fo s te r s  a g r e a t  d ea l o f  g enera tiv ity , certain ly . /A m biguity is so m eth ing  

th a t  we d o n ’t  allow much s p a c e  f o r  usually. I’m try ing  to  b e  m ore o p e n  to  am biguity  a n d  

n o t fo rc e  defin itio n s o r  s tru c tu re  u p o n  th ings. | th ink  we did  a  g r e a t jo b  o f  th a t  with 

th is  mural. Y h e r e  w ere lo ts  o f  id e a s  c re a te d , a n d  we d idn ’t  p u t  p re s s u re  on  n e e d in g  it 

to  ta k e  a ce rta in  sh a p e , a n d  w hen th e  time w as right a co hesive  id ea  to o k  s h a p e  p re tty  

naturally . A n d  it’s so  beau tifu l!

For Lorraine, creating a “beautiful” product was an expression of experienced success in 

the more-than-linear process. As in any learning, success can build confidence and 

motivation for engaging with more complex challenges. For instance, after participating 

in the community mural project, Lorraine expressed an interest in being “more open to 

ambiguity and not forcfing] definitions or structure upon things.” This quality is desirable 

in pursuing further complex challenges since ambiguity is an ever-present reality in real 

life issues.

In summary, the tensions experienced by the group in relation to fixed timelines 

were met by the participants’ desire for creating a meaningful mural. The blending of the 

two factors created a group energy and cohesion, not otherwise possible, which fuelled 

the participants’ commitment to the project and its aims.

In the quotation below. Rambling Wren also describes how the group was 

prepared to address complex challenges by resisting the status quo:

Thiy grou p  w a y  in cred ib le /fo r  flyCng/hy th e / ie a to fo u r p a n ty .  
S ta r t in g 'lh e /p a tr X tn g 'W ith o u th y x o w ir ig 'ih e /e ju u d e n d /d e y ig n /  
w a yfu n , a n d /a l lo w e d  a y  to-brecdhe/lCfb in to -th e /crea ttcm /o f the/ 
mural/. AUo-, i ta llo w e d th e /le y y d o m ln a n tv o io e y sp a o e y to 'h h a re /  
a n d th e /th ln k e r y  more/tXme/to-thOnk/. I  lo v e d h o w  th e /g ro u p  
y u p p o rted 1 h e /" b eyo n d th e /b o u n d a ry” idoay, th e /w a c k ie r  the/ 
b e tte r  i t  ieem ed , w h ic h /S im u la te d  th e /d re a m e r  in /in e /a n d
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a llow ed / m y c re a tiv ity  the/ freedom / to- contrCbute/ to- o/ m o ra l/1 
love/. ( I  have/ fa llen / in/ love/ w ith ).

Like myself, Rambling Wren gains great inspiration from the work of dian 

marino. In her quotation. Rambling Wren speaks highly of the group’s tendency to work 

with “beyond the boundary” ideas. Similarly, marino (1997) believed that “the crazy or 

wild ideas.. .just slightly off the norm” were capable of threatening the status quo; she 

stated, “that’s why they’re labelled crazy and wild” (p.34). For Rambling Wren, the 

“beyond the boundary” ideas acted as a catalyst for her creativity and strengthened her 

connection to the mural and its aims. The knowledge co-created through the “beyond the 

boundary” ideas is the subject of the following section which explores the outcomes of 

lingering in more-than-linear process.

In large part, creating counter-narratives to linear notions of learning involves 

transforming the language used to describe the learning process. For instance, by 

focusing on more-than-linear process, a different way of creating knowledge was made 

visible. Another way that that will be central in this section involves transcending 

language that reinforces efficiency, so that meaningful ways of knowing and 

experiencing the world can be more valued. As Eisner (2002a) puts it, “few of us like to 

eat a great meal efficiently or to participate in a wonderful conversation efficiently, or 

indeed to make love efficiently. What we enjoy most we linger over” (p.xiii).

Lingering in more-than-linear process. In the community mural project, the 

lingering process was grounded in activism. Specifically, the participants explored how 

their work could challenge the dominance of anthropocentrism and neoliberal values in 

teacher education. The Caring Tree mural offered a lasting medium for expressing their
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resistance to other pre-service teachers and faculty. Its placement in a classroom was 

significant to the group. Ramona stated, “The fact that it is in a classroom is important 

because the mural reminds one of the earth while in class.”

The sections that follow explore the voices of activism which revealed themselves 

throughout the project and communicated another way of living and learning in teacher 

education. As marino (1997) noted: “changing our relationships with each other and our 

environment is intimately linked to a habit of exploring and revealing assumptions in our 

everyday acts” (p.l28e). Lingering in more-than-linear process enabled spaces to initiate 

dialogue and action about these assumptions (Fawcett, 2000).

Transcending anthropocentrism

Facing environmental issues is not purely a human activity. More-than-humans 

have a stake in the outcomes and deserve consideration as well. Thus, a vital task for 

environmental education involves learning how to find common ground and create 

solutions together, with other humans and more-than-humans, even when multiple and 

often conflicting values are at play. This is an important challenge facing environmental 

educators, and the community mural project was one way of honouring and integrating 

multiple values.

Anthropocentrism is often discussed as a human-centred perspective widely 

rooted in various social institutions and discourses (Oakley, 2007). With the exception of 

environmental education and feminist research, human-centredness exists as an 

unquestioned assumption in the curriculum of many schools and Faculties of Education 

across Canada. Consequently, the lack of critical discussion about human/more-than-
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human relationships in social/ethical/political contexts produces and reproduces 

anthropocentrism in a variety of ways in the education system (e.g. through 

anthropocentric silences/hidden curricula, human-only spaces, etc.) (Oakley, 2007; Orr, 

1992; Weston, 1991). One example from the community mural project was realized when 

the term anthropocentrism was introduced and only the 0E3 students were familiar with 

its meaning, still although they knew what it meant they could not recall an example of 

when human/more-than-human relationships were considered/critiqued outside their 0E3 

class. The dominance of anthropocentrism in the Faculty of Education was a concern of 

the participants in community mural project. This was evident throughout the process as 

well as in the completed mural. In the final debrief, Lorraine shared what she appreciated 

about the group’s effort to transcend anthropocentrism;

W e  w ere  in te re s te d  in g e t t in g  a t  “tb e  t ru th ” o r  a t  le a s t  th e  tru th  th a t  r e s o n a te s  with 

us, “d ro p p in g  th e  veils,” a s  om R o b b in s  would say  an d  tu rn in g  o u r  minds to  th e  

e a rth . | have loved th e  image th a t  we c re a te d  b e c a u s e  it un ifies hum anity a n d  n a tu re  

a n d  elim inates an  artificial divide, a n d  th a t  is a “tru th ” fo r  me.

Lorraine speaks of “truth” not as an absolute, but rather as an inter subjective term which 

represents the content of the mural team’s story. The participants’ collective aim was to 

share a vision that “unifie [d] humanity and nature” and eliminated the dualist relationship 

which Lorraine expressed as “artificial.”

The mural team’s interest in resisting anthropocentrism came early in the 

community mural process. Alternatives to human-centred values were explored in the 

group’s collective working definition of environment (which they created in the first
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workshop). Environment was expressed as a community of relationships, and humans 

were only part of the story (see Postcard 6).

By Henry ,

By Ramona

Postcard 6. Group’s working definition of environment.

In the group’s collective notion of environment (revealed in the text in Postcard 6), no 

part of the environment was revealed superior to another; instead, the text described 

environment as a notion that was made up of community and relationships existing in 

natural, social, and built contexts. The accompanying drawings support this idea by 

revealing that humans can have an impact on nature, but also, nature can have an impact 

on us; thus, encouraging humans to consider what kind of impact (or relationship) one 

can and should have. In terms of ethics, this consideration can be an enabling factor in 

creating inter-species bonds and friendship (Fawcett, 2002).
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Inter-species bonds andfriendship. Fawcett (2002) speaks about how many 

values in Western culture teach humans to be anthropocentric by “divorcing themselves 

from them their ‘animalness’” (p. 136), and seeing themselves as separate from it. This 

can make becoming friends with the more-than-human world challenging for a number of 

reasons (i.e., being disconnected may inhibit humans from seeing the value in such a 

friendship, or may prevent humans from knowing how to initiate and sustain such a 

friendship). As an example, Flenry drew a human-deer interaction on a road. Of his 

drawing, he commented:

S  WcfdeJ to LlyiifryLt t &0 eye contoct SetWeen. t&e •fiomoa 3eet oA o eemôtâeÆ t&ot 

wLeo We look, a t tKem,, tKey oee ofso fooLtny a t  uA. uiteioctton. to ^ ^  jifoee

on. a. ioa2 &eeaoAe t&ot iA open. &oW We encountei Seet a n à  &oW t&ey encounter. UA, Ao 

t&iA iA &oW We &noW tKem. and, &oW t&ey &noW uA.

Flenry’s discussion implies that the human-deer interaction is relational and is not just 

experienced by humans. Acknowledging the interaction as a relationship suggested that 

humans and nature are both subjects capable of communicating with each other. Henry 

noted that the interaction taking place on the road was significant because it suggested 

that if we meet a deer on a road (a piece of built environment that has fragmented the 

deer’s habitat), then we will come to know who they are and how they act in that 

environment. But also, they will come to know who we are and how we act in that 

environment (as speeding drivers who threaten their well-being, or eyes that stare at 

them). Henry found this to be an important consideration for preparing for more friendly 

relationships. Further, developing an inter-species friendship and coming to know the 

deer in another way would require a different environmental context.
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Ramona’s drawing offers a human/nature interaction within a natural setting. Her 

sketch reveals factors that helped and hindered her ability to consider friendship with the 

more-than-human world:

I weiA.t to cMiwp as a aivd spetvt a Lot of time oia the water dolwg powd 
studies. I loved It! i Learwed so much awd i wawted to be Iw the boat, or In, the 
mud, all day Lowg, both suited me ju s t  flwe. When, i was there, i would wotlce a 
lot an-d was excited to learn- more about the In-sects, birds, an-d plan-ts that 
frequen-ted the pon-d, or came to surprise us. i remember seeln.0 Rfd-wln-ged 
Blacfeblrds before fen-owln-0 what they were, an-d seeln-0 them often- allowed me 
to get to len-ow them an-d n-otlce how often- they joln-ed us on- our advtvitures,.
Now ( don-'t have to be a t camp to spot on-e, but when. I'm n-ot there. I'm n,ot 
a lw ays loofeln-g.

The natural setting offered Ramona a chance to notice and get to know about Red-winged 

Blackbirds. When she was at the pond, her enthusiasm and curiosity was high for making 

more-than-human connections. In her urban life, however, she suggested that sometimes 

she overlooks such relationships, by “not always looking.” Rambling Wren’s drawing 

addressed this complexity and shared her strategy for developing inter-species bonds or 

friendships:

In /o /n ew  place/1  U h e/tio looh arcn cn d  a n d  f in d /o u t  w h o  liveyCn/ 
the/ nelghhourhood/. T h u n d er  B ay  Cy new to- m e/thCyyear, yy- 
recen tiy  m y eyeyh a ve /h een w id e /O p en l O n e/d a y  w h en /I w a y  
w cdJkln^hom e/from /K hooli I  ypotted/a/pC leated/\V oodpecker 
ttttX n g/on /lam p p o y ta n d /I  w ayyy-ew (ted /h ecau 4e /I  n ever w ould/ 
have/e>ipected/to-iee/one'in /a'(U ty Cl’wi/a/hvrd-geeh, 1 a d m i t  (t). 
A n d /a fte r  ieelng/hOm/, I  w a y  in yp ired /to -fin d /o th er n e lg h h o u ry  
t h a t  m ig h t  yATprCie/me< T here/are/yy-m any, Cf o n ly  you /look/ 
and/take/n o tice /! B u t I  th ln h k n o w in g /th e /h ird } / n a m eyw id k ey  
th lyp ro ceyyea y ier , i th a y f iy r  me/, a n yw a y ...A n d /I  th in k / th a t  i t  iy  
im p o r ta n t  to -learn /h uA n an/an d/m ore/’th a n -h a m a n /n a m e y , y> 
th a tw e /c a n a c k n o w le d g e /th e m /a n d 'th e n /g e tto -k n o w  them / 
better.
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Rambling Wren’s story reveals how making efforts to notice birds in her everyday living 

allowed them to become very familiar to her. Also, her story uses enabling language that 

values the more-than-human world. She calls the birds her “neighbours” and reveals an 

interest in finding who else “lives in the neighbourhood.” Thus, when she encounters a 

bird, she greets it with warmth and enthusiasm; this has brought Rambling Wren success 

in getting to know, and befriending, her bird neighbours.

The next section explores how the group chose to include text and images in the 

mural that could enable inter-species bonds, and present an alternative to the 

anthropocentric perspective. Also, it highlights how their actions put ethics into practice 

as a way of enriching relationships with the more-than-human world. They focused on 

enabling an ethics-based epistemology (Cheney & Weston, 1999) and participatory 

consciousness (Fawcett, 2002), as a way to create reciprocity, capable of disrupting 

dichotomous relationships.

Ethics-based epistemology. The participants chose to acknowledge a sample of 

local birds in the Caring Tree because throughout the process of creating the mural, much 

of their stories included a common interest and connections to birds. Therefore, it seemed 

appropriate to choose birds since they strengthened interpersonal bonds amongst 

participants, as well as their connection to the mural. Each participant chose a bird with 

whom they felt particularly connected. The birds’ inclusion was an ethical decision 

because it was meant to be a visual statement of acknowledgement (i.e., the participants 

viewed the birds as subjects whom with they were capable of developing relationships). 

As a way of expressing their etiquette, the participants labelled the birds by their common 

names to help audiences identify their neighbours and get to know who was flying around
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their neighbourhood. The participants’ sentiments were expressed by Rambling Wren, 

who noted, “By including the birds and their names, community can be understood as 

more than just human.” In this example, the birds were considered part of the 

participants’ “community” (see Figure 20).

Figure 20. The belted kingfisher acknowledged and identified in the Caring Tree.

Also, the group chose to include quotations on the Caring Tree that could 

represent their collective notions of caring in education. Some of the participants chose 

quotations which evoked more-than-human consideration (see Figure 21). These passages 

revealed themes of interconnectedness, love, and embodiment.

COLLECTIVE:
" ...T hat which unites all forms o f  life is more important than that which divides” (Næss, 2002, p.92). 
RAMBLING WREN;
"If  we-cKcm^tKe-jtot'iej'W e-lW e'îp', qu4XiZ'poiiib{y w e'change/our ICvei-" (Okri, 1997,46).
ALL-
k/ke./-!. tUf-e, ie ioo-e., tU re. /> l i f i  " (Gandhi, quoted in Prabhu and Rao, 1967, p.417).
RAMONA:
"Tht world  LS M.ud-Lidous.... awd fu d d U  w o n d erfu l’ (Cummings, 1996, p.580).
HENRY:

itaefj to îQU'L ima înatian, coffo to y.00. fi&e t&o Wi.f3 o.n,3 eoccttiô .
o ü o t 0.0.5 o 4 o t,  0 00 00 .o ctog . g o o t  j ifo c e  to  tk e . Jom -ifg  o j  t&tog& (Olivet, 1986, p. 14).

Figure 21. Quotations which challenge anthropocentrism from the Caring Tree mural.

These quotations were brought by the participants and added to the mural without references.
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The voices represented in these quotations, such as Arne Næss, Ben Okri, Mahatma 

Gandhi, e.e. cummings, and Mary Oliver, speak a transformative language set out to 

address social, environmental, and political issues and transcend hegemonic relationships. 

Thus, the authors’ words helped the participants create an alternative to everyday 

language that reinforces dominant values in edueation: a language of resistance.

The Caring Tree focused on what connects humans and more-than-humans 

(relationships) rather than what separates them, as a reminder that humans are not 

separate from the earth. Caring relationships can transform how life is lived and learned. 

As Okri (1997) has said:

We live by stories, we also live in them. One way or another we are living the 
stories planted in us early or along the way, or we are also living the stories we 
planted—knowingly or unknowingly—in ourselves. We live stories that give our 
lives meaning or negate it with meaningless. If we change the stories we live by, 
quite possibly we change our lives, (p.46)

Thus, making alternative language more familiar can be an important step in enabling 

new relationships with the more-than-human world.

Participatory consciousness. Another strategy used to unite humans and nature is 

identified through the notion of participatory consciousness. Fawcett (2002) describes 

this awareness as a form of somatic perception that involves a reciprocal relationship. It 

attends to the immediate sensations that an interaction can evoke, as opposed to 

experiences from past or future. In the mural classroom, there is a wall of windows which 

offer exposure to the life that exists beyond the glass panes. Thus, the windows allow 

one’s senses to interact with the outdoors and visa versa (i.e., one can feel the warmth of 

the sun’s rays, or see the snow flakes as they fall, or hear the wind blow, etc.). Yet,
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curtains are often draped over most, or all, of the windows which inhibit such 

connections to the natural world. In my own experience, sometimes when the drapes are 

covering the window, I forget to push them baek. In other words, when I am not 

immediately experiencing Nature within the classroom, it often drifts from my 

consciousness. I do not think about how sunlight (as an example) could enhance the 

learning experienee in that classroom.

So although some ways of healing the human-nature disconnect are complex and 

hard to transform, this example of participatory consciousness requires only that the 

curtains be pushed back so that Nature can communicate to us and we can engage back. 

Thus, the participants responded by including a reminder to audiences in their mural 

plaque which read: “like a living tree, our Caring Tree shines in the sunshine so we invite 

you to push back the curtains and let the natural light in.”

Transcending neoliberal values

Another theme that emerged during group dialogue was the effect of neoliberal 

values. Neoliberalism has been described as:

An ideology that makes the market central in governing economic, social and 
political life. Based central on a belief in the inherent wisdom of the market, it 
assumes the rules of the market should govern societies, rather than the other way 
around. A pivotal concept in neoliberalism is that of competition, which is valued 
for its believed ability to get things done in the most efficient ways possible. 
Aecording to this doctrine, allowing the talents of the most able to find expression 
will eventually benefit everyone: the rising tide of capitalism will lift all boats. 
(Wilson, 1994, p.2)

It is commonly argued that Canadian society has been increasingly invaded by 

neoliberal values, and that efficiency has come at a high price (Campbell & Pedersen,
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2001; Chomsky, 1999; Wilson, 1994); this belief was supported by the mural team. 

Throughout the community mural project, participants exhibited their resistance of 

neoliberalism in education. They challenged its focus on competition, its centrality of 

economic values, and its dependence on efficiency.

Community rather than competition. Participation in the first mural meeting was 

an indication in the group’s interest in pursuing community-based learning. My invitation 

to the participants included my intent to offer an experience different from the regular 

teacher education program. This was expressed in the participants’ responses to an 

individual reflection activity, which asked them to list some goals and/or expectations for 

the project. Participants wanted to: “work closely with friends and new acquaintances in 

order to accomplish a worthy goal” (Henry), “participate in creative community process” 

(Rambling Wren), “create community” (Lorraine), “participat[e] in a creative project... 

Teaming’ through the group process and ‘teaching’ through the product” (Ramona), 

“create an amazing mural that speaks not only to the group working on the project, but to 

everyone who sees it” (Millie), and “learn and teach with others through this process” 

(Kaylana). Therefore, the participants wanted to engage in an educational experience 

which contrasted competitive values and presented them with an alternative path. To the 

participants who showed interest in, and committed to, the project, having such an 

experience in teacher education was seen as valuable.

Multiple values over economic values. In the first workshop, the group created an 

education community self-portrait (drawn upon a classroom window) which illustrated 

critical issues the mural group were facing as educators. Kaylana sketched currency
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flying out of a book to illustrate the dominance of economic interests within school 

curriculum (see Figure 22).

Figure 22. Kaylana’s interpretation of learning reduced to economic values.

She stated, “Competition and individual interests are more valued in schools. I 

think this is because money controls what does and does not get taught.” Kaylana was 

concerned that when money has power to determine the curriculum, community values 

remain silenced. Eisner (2002b) writes that, “what is not taught can be as important in 

someone’s life as what is taught, whether explicitly or implicitly” (p. 159). Later in the 

project, Millie voiced concern that reducing learning outcomes to economic values sells 

humans’ interest short:

y je  also care about the Earth and about other humans. But we don’t  
learn how to  do that wen in schools. The mural project was an 
experience to  let go o f  Knowing in an individual way, but still to  care a lot 
about the work...together!
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For Millie, the mural project revealed that letting go of self-interest did not come 

at the expense of her passion and care for the work. Instead, community values facilitated 

the integration of multiple values and helped participants in finding common ground. 

Lorraine added;

I th ink  th e r e ’s an  in stin c t to  w an t to  b e  re p re s e n te d , an d  h eard , a n d  o f te n  we fall b a c k  

on  co m petition . £ ) u t  co m fo rt with th a t  sh if ts  b e tw een  p e o p le  a n d  a c ro s s  co n tex ts ... 

T h i s  is why th e  learn ing  env ironm ent in th e  mural p ro je c t w as so  specia l. P  ach  o f  us 

knew  w hen to  s p e a k  an d  w hen to  listen. W e  d id n 't  have to  fo rc e  it. O u t s id e  o f  th is  

p ro jec t, I’m n o t su re  I’ve e x p e rie n c ed  th a t  kind o f  learning, a t  le a s t n o t  in sch o o ls .

Thus, she enjoyed what was different about her learning in the mural project in 

comparison to her other school experiences. In a non-competitive and collaborative 

context, Lorraine did not need to “fall back on competition” or “have to force [her 

voice].” The group functioned as a supportive community and shared voice throughout 

the process.

Meaning over efficiency. Ramona felt that her education in schools cheated her 

out of the joys that can emerge from working in groups:

I used to hate group prf^ects. They were frustrfltmg, but that's because there 
were oftew cow.petLiA.g Ideas awd there wasw't always aw Iwterest Lw worfeLwg 
together to create sowtethlwg collaborative. 5 o really there was wo polwtthew Iw 
dolwg the worfe as a group! we dldw't fewow how to worfe with each other, but 
also, we wever gave ourselves the chawce to figure It out. if we were "lucfey" we 
learwed to be efflclewt, to get the worfe do we with twlwl/ual stress awd tlwie, but 
oftew there was wo fuw Iw that. "But this ruural project's tewdawcy to build upow 
Ideas awd create a uwlgue thlwg that every owe felt they had a piece Iw was 
gulte pleaslwg.
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Before this project, Ramona spoke about hating group work. In her case, she didn’t 

understand the purpose o f working in groups when collaboration was not a central goal. 

In school, she learned how to work efficiently to get a group task completed, but she 

questioned whether that was really group work, since the outcomes were not necessarily 

collaborative. She questioned the worthiness of efficiency, rather than building 

community, because it took the meaning and fun out of working with others. In the mural 

project, Ramona was able to reimagine group work:

The mural Lsw't what awyowe would have created ow their oww. If they were 
dotwg sowtethliA-g individually. The result Is probably really unique to this 
group of people and i thlwfe that happe wed because of the persowal experlewce^ 
people brought to this project, but also because they were wllllwg to cooperate, or 
give up sowie of their oww vis lows, awdjolw other people's Ideas to cowtblwe thewi.

In her reimagined notion, group work was about integrating multiple voices, working 

cooperatively, and creating synergy.

The participants agreed that collaborative outcomes emerged because community 

values were made central in the project. For example, Kaylana shared, “I really like that 

this is a group mural. On my own, I would have created something much different, and 

would have learned differently.” In this way, the participants did not assume that 

community-based learning was better, but they did acknowledge that it was different. For 

Rambling Wren, community values were also significant in making her experience 

memorable:

I  h w v e 'h e e ^ o r v o /jc n u 'n e y  th liryea r ...tiy in ^ to -fiy id /th e /& i,i,0 y ice 'O f  
h o w  I  feeli w h e r e /I ’m /coŸinected/, whcU: Ct (^ th c c t  CnspiA^ey m e/ OA\d/ 
th iir  m M Tcd/prooei^ woir d e f in i te ly  a/ v im a l/  yepre^en tcu tiow  o f  t h a t
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Journey. I  w (I t n o t  fo r g e t  in te r  vu ti a n d / eyteryicU/
cOYvneetion4f'I hu^e/felt...aru tthe/heaM ty.

In this passage, Rambling Wren reveals that developing a deeper sense of her individual 

interests was aided by working collaboratively. Thus, the outcomes of working together 

in the community mural project did not create strictly opposing values to individualism. 

Rather, Rambling Wren felt that collaborative work helped her balance self-interest with 

the interests of others:

I  reaU y e^yoyed/the/coUectVve/proce^, th e /g iv in g /u p  o f o / p a r t o f  
m yviito n /fo rth e /e^ u U tin g 'iyn erg y th a tw a ^ tO 'fo U o w . I ’m /an / 
ideo^ perym /, lo ve /to -th th h  up w ay  y to -crea tive ly  convey idoav, 
h u t  I  need/iM ppovtery a n d /re fin ery tc rh e lp  ^ e t  a/proce{^ goin/g/. 
The/poiCtive/energy in /th iy g ro u p  m euie/the/d<tevthe/lCm Xtyand/ 
w e/en ded /u p  w C th an /am a^ Jn g ly  h eeu ttifu l/p roceiyan d /rn u ra t. 
H ooray fo r grou p  colleilxrratiorv a n d / covyimunCty!

Rambling Wren recognized her need for support in creating meaningful work in order to 

move beyond efficiency to a more aesthetic vision. Other participants helped to develop 

her knowledge and spark her creativity, and thus were an intimate part of her 

understanding in the community mural project. Since identity is influenced by 

epistemology and ontology, this consciousness suggests that Rambling Wren experienced 

a sense of self beyond her physical boundaries. Evemden describes this experience as a 

field of self (Evemden, 1985). Within this new collective space. Rambling Wren 

expressed that, “be[ing] conscious of how much space [she] was taking up, as well as 

being very open to other peoples’ points of view, were very important to [her] in the 

meetings, and during the mural painting.” Evemden (1985) speaks about this type of 

consideration as fields of care that are enabled through fields of self. Consciousness as
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described by Eisner (2002a) is, “a form of awareness... fed initially by sensibility”

(p. 108). Thus, becoming a field of care was an embodied experience. In other words. 

Rambling Wren's extended notion of self included a caring ethic that facilitated her desire 

to share voice, rather than dominate it. This was a common experience for participants in 

the commimity mural project.

Overall, transcending what might be framed as neoliberal values such as 

competition, economic interests, and efficiency, allowed the participants an opportunity 

to strengthen skills and consciousness often overlooked in schools. Quality of knowledge 

was not defined through efficiency, but rather in the strength of caring relationships. In 

other words, since the knowledge was relationship-based, one’s etiquette mattered and 

this had a great influence on the overall quality of the knowledge created. For this to 

occur, an ethic aimed at exploring and enriching the world had to come first (Cheney & 

Weston, 1999); then relationships were strengthened.

Also, caring relationships contributed to the participants’ commitment to the 

project and its aims. Halfway through the project, participants were asked: What is there 

that you want to change in the community mural process? And what might you try to do 

to alter that “dimension” to better fit you and your values? Participants’ responses to this 

question focused on their personal contributions that could benefit the collective. Ramona 

wrote, “To offer more to the group.” Kaylana said, “to not take this experience for 

granted.” Rambling Wren wanted, “to work with conflict,” because she mentioned that 

“there were divergent ideas presented when [the group was] deciding on mural themes,” 

and sharing voice was not always easy. Thus, as the participants continued to work on the 

mural project, their strengthened relationships allowed them to develop an ethic of care
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and commitment to the project. In the community mural project, as was written on the 

mural plaque, “these students cared!” Henry noted in his response, “if I found a problem 

with the group’s direction on a certain idea, I could comfortably engage a constructive 

discussion about it and feel satisfied.” The rewards of co-constructing knowledge in a 

community mural process involve the ability to respond to complexities together, and 

stand in each other’s shoes, in order to make good choices about important issues.

This is not suggesting that neoliberal values need to be eliminated, but rather, 

deserve interrogation of their dominance in teacher education discourse. Warren Allmand 

warned that, “We live in a world in which it is more serious to break trade rules than to 

violate human rights” (quoted in Wilson, 1994, p.2). If education has a role to play in 

changing this reality, then community values deserve more weight in school curriculum. 

As I have argued in this thesis, more-than-linear processes are not easy because dominant 

assumptions in education do not facilitate their practice and participation. Like any 

ability, their mastery requires much time and dedication; community murals as research 

in environmental education are just one way of making time for such practice and 

participation. Community murals are not the be all and end all answer to all issues facing 

environmental education—no approach is—but they can speak a language that is capable 

of exploring complexity, embodiment, and politics within this field, as well as enabling 

social change, and that is something that deserves our attention!
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CHAPTER 7: FURTHER MUSING ON THE CARING TREE
MURAL PROJECT

A Resting Place

i

Figure 23. Resting by the Caring Tree

I find it comforting to think of the mural making and conclusion of this thesis as a 

resting place, since the work of the Caring Tree is ongoing, even when all its artists have 

dispersed. That is the beauty of such work. At this resting place, it is important to reflect 

on the learning that will live on as a result of this group’s action and effort to 

communicate an environmental education message to its community. First, what does it 

say about the environment? And, what possibilities for environmental education have 

emerged fi-om this work?

The Caring Tree presents the environment as a complex notion, represented as a 

community of relationships (e.g. social, ecological, and political) including humans and
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more-than-humans. In other words, it suggests that we live in a community and should 

consider and care for all of our neighbours (“the how to” part of this notion reveals a 

complex challenge facing environmental educators). The mural offers a couple of 

strategies which include transcending anthropocentrism and neoliberal values by 

advocating caring relationships. More specifically, the local birds represented in the 

Caring Tree model the participants’ efforts to create interspecies bonds and friendships, 

ethics-based epistemology, and participatory consciousness. The inclusion of the birds 

and their common names can enable audiences to become more familiar and aware of a 

sample of neighbours with whom they share a community. Also, the mural emphasizes 

community over competition, multiple values over economic values, and meaning over 

efficiency. Thus, the Caring Tree presents a story of resistance (i.e. coimter-hegemonic 

knowledge), by depicting “environment” differently from what pre-service teachers 

commonly experience in the Faculty of Education; and, it represents the group’s 

commitment to communicating their refusal to marginalize such a notion of environment 

in Faculty of Education curriculum.

The theoretical and practical possibilities for environmental education that emerge 

from this work are diverse. In terms of theory. Pre-service teachers branch out goes 

outside the traditional environmental education framework and offers a new lens through 

which to view environmental issues and concerns (i.e. through a community art 

perspective) in order to explore a different way of responding to them. Specifically, 

community murals remind environmental educators to consider the participants, 

processes, relationships, and activism activities relevant to their particular 

learning/teaching contexts, in doing so they give environmental education a new
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language to work with which may be better equipped in facing complex, embodied, and 

political challenges. In this thesis, the challenges explored by the participants’ and 1 

included responding to the lack of environmental education in Faculties of 

Education/school-based settings, developing harmonious relationships with the earth and 

amongst other humans, and being considerate of multiple values.

In terms of practical relevance. Pre-service teachers branch out offers 

environmental educators important considerations for learning/teaching through 

community mural-making. Specifically, community murals can assist pre-service 

teachers in adopting a pedagogy that is in line with their environmental education values 

by providing a model for working through challenges in caring, creative, and 

collaborative ways, while also valuing the importance of playfulness while performing 

serious work. Also, community murals provide an artistic strategy for teaching 

environmental education which may satisfy those individuals craving more knowledge 

about creative/imaginative teaching techniques from their teacher education experience 

or, at least provide them with an example to work from. Finally, the Caring Tree 

popularizes (or makes visible) community art and environmental education, and it models 

a creative way of encouraging their inclusion in the teacher education curriculum at 

Lakehead University. Thus, it offers one possibility for transcending barriers to practicing 

community art and environmental education.

My research questions: How is environmental education knowledge created and 

negotiated through a community mural process? And, what is the nature of relationships 

amongst participants throughout this process?, were helpful in revealing outcomes 

capable of reimagining and enriching environmental education and meeting current and
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future education challenges. Further, this mural project allowed me and the six other 

participants to experiment with our ontological and epistemological assumptions. 

Ontologically, the participants viewed themselves as embedded in various experiences 

and relationships (e.g. as members of the mural group, the Faculty of Education, and the 

larger environment, etc.) rather than detached, separate, or individualized. This stance 

enabled the group to co-create and practice (however imperfectly) an inclusive ethic of 

care, an ethic capable of considering individuals in the human and more-than-human 

world. Also, the Caring Tree mural was valuable in reimagining environmental education 

in schools and Faculties of Education, beginning as it did from an ontological perspective 

different from the commonly encountered detached Cartesianism (e.g. Evemden, 1985; 

Eisner 2002a).

The group’s ontological stance, in turn, created opportunities for epistemological 

experimentation. The possibilities for constructing collective knowledge through more- 

than-linear processes were explored. In the beginning, the participants struggled with the 

uncertainties associated with creating knowledge. Their familiarity with prescribed 

outcomes was an initial barrier to group creativity. As a facilitator, this challenge 

required my patience and trust in the process of creating knowledge through collaborative 

work. Fortunately, through the group’s conscious examination of and resistance to their 

need to have outcomes known, a process for generating ideas was fuelled and a 

developing trust in the creative process was fostered. In the end, the participants and I 

were greatly rewarded by our commitment to letting the process unfold over time; our 

gifts included: our confidence in the value of such efforts and actions in schools and 

Faculties of Education, and our desire to create similar experiences in the future.
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I understand that the participants in this study were not “average” pre-service 

teachers and that their passion and commitment for environmental education is not 

universal in all students studying in the Faculty of Education. Still, the research does 

reveal the potential role of learners/educators as agents of change through participatory, 

arts-based, critical, and activist environmental education.

In this project, the creative and collaborative energies/commitment of seven 

individuals challenged the ontological and epistemological norms they experienced 

during pre-service teacher education in order to reimagine environmental education in the 

Faculty of Education. Their medium of experimentation and expression was community 

mural-making. Their collective artwork made space for environmental knowledge in a 

classroom physically, and conceptually. Further, their contributions presented another 

story about education that advocated learning and teaching in caring relationships, and 

revealed possibilities for practice.

There are a number of methodological elements in this thesis. The work is 

participatory and action-related. It focuses on knowledge construction as a social process. 

Further, the research has been inspired by, and draws from, arts-based educational 

research. And 1 believe there is an element of art-based research that does run through the 

work presented. Barone and Eisner (2006) mention that arts-based research is not all or 

nothing, it can be characterized as “arts-based” to the extent that the arts-based criteria 

are present. To some extent they are—this project incorporated Barnett’s (1984) criteria 

for considering quality in the processes and products of community mural-making, the 

aesthetics of the process itself. As such, this thesis contributes to arts-based educational 

research by its consideration of the “work” of art (Eisner, 2002a); and, by its concern for
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whether the mural’s work, “makes a difference, whether it raises the level of awareness, 

establishes and strengthens bonds, empowers people,” (Bamett, 1984, p.391) in the 

everyday contexts of schools and Faculties of Education. Also, in this thesis, 1 have been 

committed to aesthetic and educational practice and exploring how the work of aesthetic 

inquiry within schools and Faculties of Education can be a collaborative and activist 

process, and how classrooms specifically, can become what Greene (1995) calls for as, 

“nurturing and thoughtful and just all at once” (p.43).

My search for meaning throughout this project demanded that 1 be 'svilling to enter 

into the same uncertainties 1 expected of the participants. As such, although 1 came to this 

research with an environmental education agenda, 1 acknowledge that the findings and 

outcomes are not exclusive to this field and pertain more directly to educational 

pedagogy and alternative methods for learning. Still, 1 believe the outcomes are very 

relevant to environmental educators by challenging them to consider their how their 

philosophical aims match up to their pedagogical practice.

1 have tried to avoid writing a thesis that states a problem only by revealing its 

urgency; rather 1 have been interested in exploring to its endpoint, an enabling practice 

that can respond differently to the barriers/complexities to environmental education in 

schools and teacher preparation.

At this resting place, 1 find it fitting to end with the voices of the participants. 

Thus, 1 leave you with their final thoughts about the Caring Tree:
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Kaylana: There is room in th is image for imagination to  grow.

Henry: (S a tin g  'lep/î Aenta. «rotuÆof comveotionû., t^anc^^/ieAAicM, <m3

cammAÀAÛt^, & u t tîw /ie . vSMe. o £ io  m om j- ^^eAM nX. \K anw A , jie /iA o m if a n à

W /m /ù M & o f, l Â a t  OÆOAe ^ qæ  e c u Â  u A  t& A O w g Â o a t  t & e  j ia o c a a a . t o

gO/gA upotv t&iA WOI&- <wi3 int€Æ|jA«t it  ̂ ot. yomAe^.

Lorraine: | lîlce look ing  a t  th is  wall a n d  se e in g  a com bination  o f  id e a s  an d

e n e rg ie s ...b u t a lso  th a t  o u t  o f  th a t  cam e a momentum th a t  b ad  its own 

en e rg y . | tbinic tb e  mural b a s  a life o f  its own.

Ramona: i thliA-fe It's ofteiA- the case that we're "all worfelw0 ow the sam.e Ideas" but
oftew s-peakiwg or wrLtiiAg about what ts t^wportawt to us we caw Lose sight 
of that—maybe we're better able to feeL Lltee we're all ow the same page If we 
put It Lw a picture!

Rambling Wren: I  feehl have^heen/orvo/Journey thU'year...tyyLviĝ t(y' 
fCnd/the'ê irê xce/ofhchv I feel/, where'Tyn/covinected/, 
whcct i t  iythect inipu’e&'Yne/OÂ d/thU'murcd/py'Oceiywâ  
definitely a/vifM'Cxbreprê ,enttcitcm/of'ùuAtjcnArYiey. I 
wilt not forget the/Cvtervwü/eicteryuticcmnectXxyny I 
hcwe/felt... and/the/hecuAly.

Millie: It we (humans) generally gave or had (tooK?) more freedom to  
do more things this way...I can begin to imagine what we might 
be able to  do.
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APPENDIX A

INDEX CARD ACTIVITIES

Workshop 1

-  List 3-5 environmental issues that concern/interest you as a 
learner/educator, that you may v/ant to explore in this mural project. 
(Remember that environment can include: social and political elements)

- List 2 expectations you have for this community mural process.

Workshop 2

■ Select your favourite theme from discussion and give your reasons for
choosing that them e. Develop the them e further through writing or 
drawing.

Workshop 3

-  Complete this structured criticism  (adapted from marino, 1997):

■ What in this mural group & process is connecting with you in a 
positive way? (Give a t least 3 points). And why is this insight 
important to you? Or what helped you learn this in this particular 
case?

■ What is there that you want to change? (Give only the most 
important one). And what might you try to do to alter that 
“dimension” to better fit you and your values?

Workshop 4

-  Find 1 -2 quotations that represent your conception of caring in 
education.

- Choose a local bird with whom you connect to represent your artist 
identity.

Workshop 5

- This was a busy week for the participants, therefore no index card 
activity was given.
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APPENDIX C

Community Mural Project 
CONSENT FORM

I have read the accompanying explanation of: A fAaster's Piece: Go- 

constructing Environmental Education through a Community Mural with Pre

service Teachers, a research project by Ali SolajaJ^ My signature below 

indicates that I understand the following ethical considerations:

■ My participation is voluntary and I have the right to withdraw a t any 

time.

■ I understand that I am under no requirement or obligation to answer 

every question.

■ Participation involves minimal to no risk.

■ All information gathered about me will be kept confidential.

■ My identity will be protected by the use of pseudonyms.

■ Photographs, of which I am a subject, will not be used without my prior 

consent.

■ The data will be securely stored a t Lakehead University for seven years.

■ The findings of this project will be made available to me a t my request 

upon the completion of the project. The completed thesis will be 

available a t the Education Library at Lakehead University.

Name:
Please Print

Signature: ___________

Date;__________________

Note the original title of this thesis.
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APPENDIX D

Community Mural Project: Use of Photographs 
CONSENT FORM

I am aware that photographs, of which I am the subject, will not be used 

in this research without my prior consent and I give Ali Solaja consent to use 

these photographs, in the following parts of her Master’s thesis research:

□  Final thesis

□  Research presentations

□  Academic papers

Name:
Please Print

Signature: ___________

Date: ___________
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APPENDIX E

Community Mural Group 

Participant Confidentiality Agreement Form (Appendix E)

I recognize that confidentiality in this research is important to the 

integrity of the project and its participants and I agree not to disclose any 

information relating to focus group meeting with individuals outside of the 

project.

Name:
Please Print

Signature: ___________

Date:__________________
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APPENDIX F

/
\

I. Wear each others’ shoes.
h Share- voice-take "Nrns...

everyone has ■fhe r^ht ic pass. 
3. Inclucie voUng Î Consensus'.
1 Rub palms

ib express Agree ment.

I l l
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APPENDIX G

Quotations Chosen for the Caring Tree Mural

Collective:

. .That which unites all forms of life is more important than that which divides” (Naess,
2002, p.92).

“Oppression for one is oppression for all” -  Anonymous.

“Treat the earth well.. .it was not given to you by your parents; it was loaned to you by 
your children” (Aboriginal Human Resource Development Council of Canada, n.d., f

21).

Rambling Wren:

“If we change the stories we live by, quite possibly we change our lives” (Okri, 1997,
p.46).

Ali:

“Where there is love, there is life” (Gandhi, quoted in Prabhu and Rao, 1967, p.417).

Ramona:

“The world is mud-licious and puddle wonderful” (Cummings, 1996, p.580).

Millie:

‘. . .And the end of all our exploring will be to arrive where we started and know the place
for the first time” (Eliot, 1991, p.200).

Lorraine:

“The creation of a thousand forests is in one acorn” (Emerson, 1841, ^ 2).

Kaylana:

Leap and the net vdll appear. (Cameron, 1996, quoted in Underhill, 2002, p.216).

Henry:

“The world offers itself to your imagination, calls to you like the wild geese, harsh and 
exciting -  over and over, announcing your place in the family of things” (Oliver, 1986,

p. 14).
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